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Remit of the Editorial 
Standards Committee 
The Editorial Standards Committee (ESC) is responsible for assisting the Trust in securing 
editorial standards. It has a number of responsibilities, set out in its Terms of Reference at 
bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/about/meetings_and_minutes/bbc_trust_committees.html. 

The Committee comprises six Trustees: Alison Hastings (Chairman), Mehmuda Mian, 
David Liddiment, Elan Closs Stephens, Richard Ayre and Anthony Fry. It is advised and 
supported by the Trust Unit. 

In line with the ESC’s responsibility for monitoring the effectiveness of handling editorial 
complaints by BBC management, the Committee considers appeals against the decisions 
and actions of the BBC’s Editorial Complaints Unit (ECU) or of a BBC Director with 
responsibility for the BBC’s output (if the editorial complaint falls outside the remit of the 
ECU). 

The Committee will consider appeals concerning complaints which allege that: 

• the complainant has suffered unfair treatment either in a transmitted programme 
or item, or in the process of making the programme or item 

• the complainant’s privacy has been unjustifiably infringed, either in a transmitted 
programme or item, or in the process of making the programme or item 

• there has otherwise been a failure to observe required editorial standards 

The Committee will aim to reach a final decision on an appeal within 16 weeks of 
accepting the request. 

The findings for all appeals accepted by the Committee are reported in this bulletin, 
Editorial Complaints: Appeals to the Trust. 

As set out in its Terms of Reference, the Committee can decline to consider an appeal 
which in its opinion: 

• is vexatious or trivial; 

• does not raise a matter of substance; 

• relates to the content of a programme or item which has not yet been broadcast; 

• concerns issues of bias by omission in BBC news programmes unless the Chairman 
believes that it is plausible that the omission of an item could have led to a breach 
of the guidelines on impartiality; 

• has not been made within four weeks of the final correspondence with the ECU or 
BBC Director on the original complaint; and  

• relates to matters which are the subject of or likely to be the subject of, or 
relevant to, legal proceedings.  

The Committee will not generally reconsider any aspects of complaints that have already 
been adjudicated upon or considered by a Court.  

Any appeals that the Committee has declined to consider under the above criteria are 
reported in the bulletin. 
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In line with its duty to consider topics of editorial concern to the Committee, whether or 
not such concern arises from a formal complaint, and to commission information requests 
from the Trust Unit or Executive to support such consideration, the Committee also from 
time to time requests the Executive to report to the Committee regarding breaches which 
have been accepted by the Executive and are therefore not subject to appeal to the 
Committee. The bulletin also may contain findings relating to such cases. 
 

The bulletin also includes any remedial action/s directed by the Committee. 

It is published at bbc.co.uk/bbctrust or is available from: 

The Secretary, Editorial Standards Committee 
BBC Trust Unit 
180 Great Portland Street 
London W1W 5QZ 
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Summary of findings 
Complaint Handling 
The complainant, acting on behalf of a medical company, appealed against the decision 
by BBC Audience Services (formerly BBC Information) not to consider complaints against 
three BBC radio programmes on the basis that the complaints were initially made more 
than 30 working days after the programmes were transmitted. 

The Committee concluded: 

• that the timeframe for making a complaint is clear and well publicised and the 
complainant should have raised concerns about each programme within this 
period of time. 

• that there were no exceptional circumstances for considering the complaints 
which were ruled out of time. 

• that, with regard to the time taken for the BBC to provide a substantive reply 
at Stage 1, the 10 day response time was an aim and the delay in this case 
had not breached the accountability guideline. 

The complaint was not upheld. 

For the finding in full see pages 6 to 9. 

 

Complaint Handling 
The Committee considered the BBC’s handling of a complaint relating to BBC Parliament’s 
party political coverage during February and March 2010. 

The Committee concluded: 

• that, given the unique work pressures of the general election campaign, this 
timeframe set out by the BBC for answering the complaint was not 
unreasonable. 

• that it was equally reasonable for the BBC, having given the complainant a 
date by which it would respond further, not to then respond to his subsequent 
letters during this interim period. 

• that, while the delays had created a poor impression for the complainant, the 
BBC’s responses had been courteous and respectful throughout. 

• that there had been some handling errors in dealing with this complaint but 
the BBC had repeatedly apologised for these and explained the reason for the 
delays. 

The complaint was not upheld. 

For the finding in full see pages 10 to 13. 

 

Feedback, BBC Radio 4, 7 June 2009 
The complainant argued that the programme was inaccurate, misleading and biased, and 
amounted to a whitewash of two earlier decisions by the Trust Editorial Standards 
Committee which had found that the BBC’s Middle East Editor had been inaccurate and 
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biased in an online article he had written about the 1967 Six-Day War in the Middle East 
and a contribution to Radio 4’s From Our Own Correspondent. The complainant further 
argued that since he had been a complainant in the earlier ESC decisions, he was entitled 
to a right of reply; and also that there had been a breach of the guideline on 
accountability in that there had been unreasonable delay in dealing with his complaint. 
 
The Committee concluded: 
 
Accuracy 
 

• Given the complexity of the subject and the fact that so much had been and 
could be written about it, it was entirely reasonable to characterise the article 
on the 1967 Six-Day War in the Middle East as a relatively short piece and 
therefore use of the words “a few sentences” was duly accurate. 

 
• On the question of how many individual elements of the complaints had been 

upheld and whether these were “partially” or “fully” upheld, the programme 
had not been “clear and precise”. However, given the overall presentation of 
the ESC findings in the programme, which was clear and unambiguous in 
stating that the guidelines had been breached and had set out in full the facts 
of one of the findings, this imprecision had not materially affected the accuracy 
of the programme. The programme had not distorted known facts or 
knowingly misled the audience and had been duly accurate. 

 

• Richard Tait was an entirely appropriate interviewee on this subject, and he 
was entitled to represent the views of the Committee which he chairs even 
though he was not present when the particular issue was discussed. His use of 
the word “we” to describe that Committee (or indeed the Trust) was not 
inaccurate, given his role. 

• Mr Tait’s explanation for the delays in the case was an accurate if brief 
summary of the processes involved in the case. He had mentioned the fact 
that it had raised a number of very complex issues, and that the Trust had to 
invest time to do a proper job. (The Committee took into account the finding 
of the Trust’s General Appeals Panel that some of the delays were due to the 
Trust Unit taking steps in these circumstances to ensure fairness.)  

• In saying “they”, in answer to the question “How serious do you regard those 
breaches?”, Mr Tait was referring to the breaches, not the complainants. The 
programme was not obliged to mention the claim of general bias which the 
complainant had brought in the past, accordingly there was no breach of 
accuracy. 

• Mr Tait was duly accurate in his comments on the BBC’s confidence in the 
BBC’s Middle East Editor. 

 

• Although the ESC decision as to remedial action was taken after the 
programme, nothing in that decision contradicted Mr Tait’s comments on this 
subject in the programme. His comments were accurate with regard to the 
decisions taken on remedial action both by the ESC and by BBC management. 

 
Impartiality 
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• There was no breach of impartiality in the programme presenter’s statement 
that the article was “a few sentences” long. 

 

• Given that there was no breach of due accuracy in the descriptions of the 
findings in the earlier cases, there was no breach of impartiality. 

 

• Given that Mr Tait was an entirely appropriate person to give the interview, 
there was no breach of impartiality. 

 

• Given that Mr Tait was accurate in his discussion of how seriously he regarded 
the breaches, there was no breach of impartiality. 

 

• There was no breach of impartiality in Mr Tait’s comments on his and the BBC’s 
confidence in the BBC’s Middle East Editor; and there was no bias in the way 
the programme set out and quoted listeners’ views on the ESC finding. 

 
Fairness (Right of Reply) 
  

• Given that the Committee had not upheld the complaints of breach of accuracy 
and impartiality, the Committee did not find that the complainant has suffered 
a strong and damaging critique so there was no breach of the guideline on 
fairness and no right of reply. In any event, the programme did not contain 
any strong or damaging critique of the complainant. 

Accountability 
 

• They were disappointed to learn of the delays in this case and they wished to 
apologise to the complainant for these delays. However, there was no breach 
of the BBC guidelines on accountability. 

The complaint was not upheld. 

For the finding in full see pages 14 to 26. 
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Appeal Findings 
Complaint Handling 
1. The programmes 

The appeal relates to complaints against three BBC radio programmes: 

• Today, BBC Radio 4, 27 November 2009 

• More or Less, BBC Radio 4, 22 January 2010 

• Science on Trial, BBC Radio 4, 18 February 2010 

2. The complaint 

The appeal is against a decision by BBC Audience Services (formerly BBC Information) 
not to consider complaints against three BBC radio programmes because the complaints 
were initially made more than 30 working days after the programmes were transmitted. 
The complainant, acting on behalf of a medical company, alleges that the cumulative effect 
of the programmes should be taken in to account. The complainant also said that their 
client is involved in a long-running and ongoing litigation which has created exceptional 
circumstances for the complaints to be considered. 

Stage 1 

The complainant wrote to the Director-General on behalf of their client on 7 April 2010. 
The complainant set out reasons for believing that there had been biased and inaccurate 
reporting by the BBC in four separate radio programmes: 

1. Today, 27 November 2009 

2. More or Less, 22 January 2010 

3. Science on Trial, 18 February 2010 

4. Today, 23 March 2010 

A response was sent from BBC Information on 26 May 2010 which said that complaints 
should normally be made within 30 working days of the transmission or event. As a 
result, three programmes (Today on 27 November, More or Less on 22 January and Science 
on Trial on 18 February) fell outside the required timeframe and would not be considered. 
The letter went on to say that the complaint against Today on 23 March would be 
considered as it was within the 30 working day timeframe. 

The complainant replied on 24 June 2010 expressing dissatisfaction with the decision not 
to consider three of the programmes because they were considered out of time. The 
complainant said this was unjustifiable because treating the programmes separately was 
“highly artificial”. The complainant noted that the BBC had not responded to the 
complaint within the 10 working day requirement set out in the same guidelines but had 
taken around 40 days. 

Stage 2 

The Complaints Coordinator for BBC Audience Services replied on 1 July 2010 
reiterating the 30 working day timeframe. He noted that the complainant’s client was 
evidently of the opinion that the individual programmes themselves were worthy of 
specific, individual complaint. He went on to say: 
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“You and your client had the opportunity to complain about the individual 
programmes you refer to as each being ‘inaccurate, biased and unfair’ within 30 
working days after broadcast but elected not to do so, therefore our decision not 
to now entertain them still stands. There are, in our view, no exceptional 
circumstances to lead to a reversal of that decision.” 

The Complaints Coordinator pointed out that the 10 working day requirement for a 
reply set out in the BBC Complaints process was an aim rather than a guarantee, and he 
apologised that the earlier BBC reply had fallen outside this specified timeframe. 

Appeal to the BBC Trust 

The complainant appealed to the BBC Trust on 29 July 2010 and began by setting out the 
timing of the correspondence, highlighting that a substantive response to their initial letter 
was not received for some 40 working days. The complainant remarked on the irony that 
three of their complaints would not be considered because they fell outside a timeframe 
of 30 working days. 

The complainant set out the grounds for appealing against the decision not to consider 
the three complaints: 

1. That this is an “extremely serious and exceptional” case. The complainant’s client is 
engaged in a current libel case and the press are using this case in support of a 
campaign endorsed by the press to change the libel laws.  
 
“In the circumstances, it is particularly important that the BBC maintains its editorial 
standards when reporting on the case.” 

2. That the timing of the complaint “was justifiable in the circumstances” and the 
complainant and their client have behaved reasonably and proportionately regarding 
the timing of the complaints. 
 
“Our client has tried to avoid getting drawn into public arguments in the media 
concerning the issues in this case. For this reason our client showed understandable 
restraint in seeking to institute complaints to the BBC … by the time of the 
transmission of the Today programme on 23 March, it had become clear that the BBC 
had embarked on a course of conduct in relation to its reporting of the litigation 
which had become intolerable.” 

3. That the complaints are a course of action and should be considered together. 
 
“It is therefore inappropriate and artificial for the BBC to seek to treat the complaints 
about the four programmes as if they were discrete and unconnected. It creates the 
impression that the BBC is trying to avoid responsibility for a course of action by 
relying upon a spurious technical argument.” 

4. That, as the dispute is continuing, “it is highly likely that the BBC will continue to 
report on this case in the future” and “there is a likelihood that the BBC will continue 
to report the case in an inaccurate and biased manner unless it addresses the 
complaints that have already been brought to the BBC’s attention.” 

Subsumed under an earlier point the complainant said that they were unaware of the 
BBC’s timeframe for registering a complaint.  

Consideration of the appeal was put on hold at the BBC Trust while a question relating 
to potential legal action was resolved. 

3. Applicable Editorial Guidelines 
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Section 17 – Accountability 

Audiences are at the heart of everything the BBC does. Audience feedback is invaluable 
to us and helps improve programme quality. 

Our commitment to our audiences is to ensure that complaints and enquiries are dealt 
with quickly, courteously and with respect. 

The first point of contact for a complaint should be BBC Information, although people can 
contact the programme directly if they prefer. We are committed to responding to 
complaints within ten working days of their first receipt and to keeping complainants 
informed of progress. 

The Complaints Framework set by the Trust states that 

4.2 (e)  Complaints should be responded to in a timely manner. 

5.4 (a)  Complaints should usually be made to the BBC promptly and within the period set 
out in specific complaints procedures. 

The BBC’s Editorial Complaints and Appeals Procedure states: 

How to complain 

2.1  There are three stages to the process. Within 30 working days (or exceptionally 
the BBC may allow longer if the BBC decides there is a good reason for the delay) 
from the transmission of publication…  

4. The Committee’s decision 

The Committee considered the complaint against the relevant standards, as set out in the 
BBC’s editorial guidelines and the BBC Trust’s Complaints Framework. 

In reaching its decision the Committee took full account of all the available evidence, 
including (but not limited to) the Editorial Adviser’s report and the subsequent 
submissions from the complainant and the BBC. 

This appeal raised issues requiring consideration of the guidelines relating to 
accountability. 

The Committee began by noting the transmission dates of the programmes that were 
ruled out of time. 

Of these, the closest to the deadline was Science on Trial, with the complaint being written 
on 7 April, four days after the 30 working day deadline. The Committee noted that a 
complaint against another programme (Today on 23 March 2010) had been made within 
the 30 working days of transmission. 

The Committee recognised that there was no dispute over the fact that complaints with 
regard to three of the four programmes had been made outside the 30 working days 
deadline. The Committee also noted that it had the discretion to allow appeals to be 
heard on programmes lodged out of time where there are exceptional circumstances. 
The Committee then considered the question of whether there were exceptional 
circumstances to warrant the exercise of such discretion. 

The Committee noted that there was an ongoing libel case involving the complainant’s 
client, and it also noted the complainant’s argument that they had felt it was inappropriate 
to litigate the dispute in the media given that the matter was in court. The Committee 
also noted that, following the transmission of the Today programme on 23 March, the 
complainant had decided that the BBC had embarked on a course of conduct in relation 
to its reporting of the litigation and so had decided then that it had to take action. As a 
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result, the Committee noted, the complainant felt that the programmes concerned should 
be considered together rather than separately. 

The Committee then looked at the initial complaint of 7 April 2010. It noted that the 
complainant had highlighted each programme separately with specific reasons for 
complaining about the programmes individually. The Committee considered it significant 
that it was only in the complainant’s subsequent letter of 24 June 2010 – after the 
complainant had been told that three of the programmes would be ruled out – that it was 
stated that the effect of these programmes had been cumulative.  

The Committee then noted the response of BBC Audience Services that the BBC’s 
complaints framework is clear about the timescale for lodging a complaint. It 
acknowledged that with complaints being raised in each programme, BBC Audience 
Services believed there to be “no option but to look into each case individually and 
provide programme specific responses”. 

The Committee was concerned that, in the comment on the material prepared by the 
Trust for the appeal, the complainant had called into question whether the BBC had tried 
to contact their client for a response when making Science on Trial. The Committee noted 
the programme makers’ reply to the Trust’s enquiry on this point, which enclosed an 
email that they said they had sent to the complainant requesting an interview on 9 
February 2010. 

The Committee noted that the complainant could not recall seeing this email. However, 
the Committee felt that the email was contemporaneous evidence that the BBC had 
sought to contact the complainant and so give them notice of the programme.  

The Committee concluded that the timeframe for making a complaint was clear and well 
publicised. As a result, the complainant should have raised concerns about each 
programme within this period of time. In addition, the Committee believed there were no 
exceptional circumstances for considering the complaints against the programmes which 
were ruled out of time. 

Complaint handling delay at Stage 1 

The Committee noted that the initial complaint was sent on 7 April 2010 and the 
substantive reply on 26 May 2010 – a gap of 35 working days. It also noted that the Guide 
to the BBC Editorial and General Complaints Process states that the BBC aims to reply 
within 10 working days depending on the nature of the complaint. 

The Committee went on to note that at Stage 1 the BBC had pointed out to the 
complainant that all cases are handled individually and some will require more work than 
others. The Committee also noted that the BBC had apologised that the response had 
fallen out of the 10 day timeframe. 

The Committee agreed that the response time was an aim and, while it would have been 
preferable to meet this ambition, the delay in this case had not breached the 
accountability guideline. 

Finding: Not upheld 
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Complaint Handling 
1. The background 

The complaint originally related to BBC Parliament’s party political coverage during 
February and March 2010. The complainant alleged an inequality in coverage, with the 
Liberal Democrats disproportionately favoured and the Conservatives disadvantaged. In 
this appeal the Editorial Standards Committee was asked to consider how the BBC had 
handled the complaint. 

2. The complaint 

Stage 1  

The complainant wrote on 1 April 2010 providing a breakdown of his analysis of party 
political coverage during February and March. The complainant said that if his figures 
were correct it represented a serious inequality in coverage, with the Liberal Democrats 
disproportionately favoured and the Conservatives disadvantaged. 

BBC Complaints replied on 14 April 2010 saying that while they appreciated his concerns, 
political balance was achieved “over a period of time” across the whole spectrum of news 
and current affairs platforms, but that the complainant’s views would be circulated to 
senior staff through the audience log/feedback system.  

The complainant replied on 15 April asking for the BBC to “deal with the issue properly”. 

BBC Complaints responded on 19 April saying that senior management at BBC 
Parliament were “exceptionally busy” at this time, and so would aim to reply by the end 
of May. 

The complainant responded on 20 April saying that it was essential, given that a General 
Election campaign was in play, to deal with his complaint promptly not three weeks after 
it was over. He also complained that he had not been given details on how to escalate his 
complaint. 

The complainant wrote on 22 April noting that he had not received an acknowledgement 
of receipt of his email of 20 April, and again on 12 May complaining that he had been 
“fobbed off” with the promise of a response by the end of May. The complainant said that 
as he had not received a response to these further letters he wished to lodge a complaint. 

The Controller of BBC Parliament responded on 14 June. He said that the complainant’s 
statistics about TV political coverage during a two month period were not an accurate 
indicator of the overall balance of BBC output throughout the year, and that – outside of 
a general election period – editorial judgements dictated the relative coverage of the 
parties in any given period. 

The complainant replied on 29 June contesting many of these points and complaining 
about how his complaint had been dealt with so far. He said that no reference or case 
number had been provided, no indication of what stage of the complaints procedure the 
latest response constituted, nor of how he could escalate his complaint. He also said that 
there had been no response to his clearly stated complaint in earlier letters about the 
lack of responses and response times to date. The complainant wrote again on 18 August 
2010 complaining about the absence of a further response. 

BBC Audience Services wrote on 10 September 2010 apologising for the severe delays, 
saying that there had been a major fault in their systems, which had now been rectified, 
and that they were now working through the backlog of complaints.  
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The complainant wrote on 19 October 2010 saying that he had waited a further five 
weeks and asked when his specific complaints would be addressed. 

The complainant wrote again on 21 November 2010 reiterating these issues. 

A BBC’s Complaints Advisor replied on 29 November 2010, apologising for the long 
delays and explaining how normal procedures had gone awry. He also apologised for any 
inconvenience resulting from there being no reference or case number. He accepted that 
the status of the complaint had not been made sufficiently clear in correspondence and 
apologised for this. He further said that senior management at BBC Parliament were 
committed to giving very considered replies to complaints and that it was simply 
impracticable, during the time of the Election for them to respond instantly. 

In relation to the complainant’s substantive complaint about biased political coverage he 
said that the Controller of BBC Parliament had nothing to add to his original response. 
Finally, he explained how he could escalate his complaint to Stage 2 of the complaints 
process.  

Stage 2 

The complainant wrote to the Director of BBC News on 28 December pursuing both his 
original complaint and how it had been handled.  

On the handling issue, the complainant complained about the failure to provide case 
numbers, the delay and said that the actual responses he had been given were 
unsatisfactory. The Head of Editorial Compliance, BBC News, replied on 12 January 2011, 
saying that Stage 2 complaints should be dealt with within 20 working days, and that she 
would be writing to him by 26 January 2011. She wrote to the complainant on 31 January 
and apologised for the slight delay in decision-making, saying she had been unexpectedly 
away from the office for some days. She explained why his substantive complaint about 
political bias had been rejected, including a further response from the Controller of BBC 
Parliament in which he fleshed out his explanation of how they sought to deliver political 
balance across the BBC’s output. 

On the question of the quality of the responses themselves she said she did not accept 
that the replies had been “dismissive” or “high-handed” but had conveyed a simple, 
courteous explanation as to why a considered reply would take some time.  

Concerning the various delays at Stage 1 she said that the new computer system had been 
partially responsible, allied to the fact that the BBC’s Parliament staffing was tight and the 
team was under considerable pressure. She agreed with the complainant that the handling 
of his complaint had not been “a template for best practice”. She concluded: “…please 
accept my apologies for the lengthy delays you have experienced in the course of 
pursuing your complaint.” 

The complainant replied on 1 February and 2 February 2011 complaining about the delay 
in getting a Stage 2 decision. The complainant also said that he had not been told how 
much time he had to request an appeal to the Trust, and that this should be standard 
practice. 

The Head of Editorial Compliance, BBC News, replied on 2 February 2011 apologising for 
omitting to state that he had 20 days in which to lodge an appeal. 

Appeal to the Editorial Standards Committee (ESC) 

The complainant wrote to the BBC Trust on 28 February appealing over the issue of 
political bias and the handling of his complaint.  

3. Applicable Editorial Standards 
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Section 17 – Accountability 

The BBC is accountable to its audiences. Their continuing trust in the BBC is a crucial 
part of our contract with them. We will act in good faith by dealing fairly and openly with 
them. 

We are open in admitting mistakes when they are made and encourage a culture of 
willingness to learn from them. 

Feedback and Complaints 

Our commitment to our audiences is to ensure that complaints and enquiries are dealt 
with quickly, courteously and with respect. 

We are committed to responding to complaints within ten working days of their first 
receipt and to keeping complainants informed of progress. 

Complaints Framework: Principles set by the BBC Trust 

4.2 (c) A complainant/member of the audience who contacts the BBC at stage 1 with a 
comment or complaint should be informed in the reply that there is a complaints 
process and that there may also be a way of pursuing a complaint outside the 
BBC. 

4.2 (d) Any response to a complaint should inform the complainant of the next step in 
the process for taking the complaint further (if applicable) and where, if applicable, 
to pursue the complaint outside the BBC.  

4. The Committee’s decision 

The Committee considered the complaint against the relevant editorial standards, as set 
out in the BBC’s editorial guidelines. The guidelines are a statement of the BBC’s values 
and standards. 

In reaching its decision the Committee took full account of all the available evidence, 
including (but not limited to) the Editorial Adviser’s report and subsequent submissions 
from the complainant and the BBC. 

This appeal raised issues requiring consideration of the published procedures for handling 
complaints, and whether or not they had been followed in this instance. 

The Committee firstly considered the question of the response times to the 
complainant’s various letters. It noted the BBC’s view that the complaints guidelines’ 
target to respond to complaints within 10 working days only applies to its initial response, 
and that the first two responses in this case had been well within this timeframe. 

The Committee considered the BBC’s second reply, which said that it would take some 
time to secure a detailed reply from senior management at BBC Parliament, and the 
complainant’s view that he had been “fobbed off”. The Committee concluded that, given 
the unique work pressures of the general election campaign, this timeframe was not 
unreasonable. The Committee also considered the complainant’s argument that the BBC 
should have responded to his further requests for a quicker response. The Committee 
took the view that it was equally reasonable for the BBC, having given the complainant a 
date by which it would respond further, not to then respond to his subsequent letters 
during this interim period. 

The Committee then considered the BBC’s response times to the complainant’s further 
letters from June 29 onwards. The Committee noted that mistakes had clearly been made 
in handling these follow-up letters, and that this had been acknowledged and apologised 
for by the BBC. It also noted that the BBC had provided the complainant with a detailed 
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explanation of how its complaints handling computer system had suffered a major failure, 
and that, unfortunately, a large number of complaints including his own, had been affected 
during this period.  

The Committee then considered the complainant’s view that he had been dealt with in a 
dismissive and high-handed manner, contrary to the spirit of the guidelines. The 
Committee concluded that, while the delays had created a poor impression for the 
complainant, the BBC’s responses themselves had been courteous and respectful 
throughout. 

Overall the Committee agreed that there had been some handling errors in dealing with 
this complaint but it noted that the BBC had repeatedly apologised for these and 
explained the reason for the delays.  

Finding: Not upheld 
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Feedback, BBC Radio 4, 7 June 2009 
1. Background 
 
Feedback is a Radio 4 discussion programme about BBC output. This edition included an 
interview with Richard Tait, then Chairman of the Editorial Standards Committee of the 
BBC Trust (ESC), about the ESC’s recent findings that a radio broadcast and online article 
by the BBC’s Middle East Correspondent, Jeremy Bowen, had breached BBC editorial 
guidelines. 
 
2. The complaint 
 
Stage 1 
The complainant wrote to the editor of Feedback on 11 June 2009, saying that he had 
been a complainant in the appeals relating to Jeremy Bowen’s broadcast and article. He 
said that the interview in Feedback was inaccurate, misleading and biased in a number of 
respects, including: 
 

• “[The presenter] implied that the lack of impartiality in Mr Bowen’s article 
should be excused on the ground that it was only a few sentences long. 
Whereas in fact the article ran to 51 sentences.” 

• The presenter inaccurately stated the number of allegations of inaccuracy 
which the ESC had upheld and which had contributed to findings of inaccuracy 
and impartiality. 

• The presenter understated the ESC’s concern about one particular inaccuracy 
by Jeremy Bowen relating to US policy on Israeli settlements. 

• The presenter implied that Mr Tait had participated in the ESC’s consideration 
of the appeals whereas he had been recused from participating because of a 
possible conflict of interest. 

• Mr Tait said that the delay in the ESC reaching its findings was due to the 
volume of evidence which the complainant had submitted whereas in fact the 
main reason was the Trust’s decision to ask its editorial adviser to rewrite her 
report. 

• Mr Tait said that the complainants in the appeals clearly had not made a case 
that the BBC or Mr Bowen were biased against Israel whereas the complainant 
had made that case most cogently but the Trust had declined to consider it on 
the grounds that it was outside the time limit – the complainant said that this 
statement by Mr Tait damaged the complainant’s reputation and good name 
and he requested a clear correction and an opportunity to reply. 

• Mr Tait said that the ESC had made it clear that they had complete confidence 
in Mr Bowen and BBC News whereas, as far as the complainant was aware, the 
ESC had not said this but had said that Mr Bowen’s article lacked impartiality – 
the complainant said that the Feedback interview failed to give a fair 
explanation of the strength of the case against Mr Bowen in the light of the 
ESC findings. 

• Mr Tait’s statement that, among other things, there were not wider lessons to 
be learnt as a result of the ESC finding was inaccurate and inadequately 
sourced – the complainant said that the ESC had not yet fully addressed this 
issue. 
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The complainant wrote to the Director-General in July and again in August complaining 
that he had not received a response from the BBC and had not been provided with a right 
of reply. 
 
The Commissioning Editor, Radio 4, replied on 3 August apologising for the delay and 
explaining that this was because the producer of Feedback had treated the complainant’s 
letter as a listener’s comments on the topic under discussion rather than a complaint 
about Feedback itself. He said that the programme was made by an independent 
production company and that the programme makers accepted that the programme had 
inaccurately stated the number of allegations which the ESC had upheld. While listeners 
would have been left with a clear understanding that BBC guidelines had been breached, 
the programme makers regretted that the summary of the ESC findings was not more 
complete. 
 
Turning to other points in the complainant’s letter, the programme makers said that it 
was Feedback’s role to put listeners’ views to Mr Tait but not to reinvestigate a complaint 
which had been dealt with by the Trust. Overall the programme makers sought to provide 
a balanced discussion about the Jeremy Bowen case, reflecting listeners’ comments. They 
did not feel that the discussion, taken as a whole, was inaccurate, misleading or biased. 
 
The complainant replied on 18 August saying that the response had failed to address 
most of the points in his original complaint. He argued that the BBC could not absolve 
itself of responsibility on the grounds that the programme was made by an independent 
production company. Nor could it disclaim responsibility for Mr Tait’s statements. He 
asked the BBC for a further response to his complaint. 
 
The complainant wrote again on 2 September complaining about the delay in the BBC 
providing a further response and a right of reply. 
 
The Group Manager, BBC Audio & Music, wrote on 22 September. She assured the 
complainant that the BBC was in no way seeking to absolve itself of responsibility for the 
programme. She believed that the programme makers had answered the complainant’s 
concerns about Feedback’s summary of the Jeremy Bowen case. She accepted that the 
presenter’s use of the word “few” was perhaps not the best but said that it was not 
deliberately misleading. The presenter was merely trying to reflect the fact that the article 
by Mr Bowen had been relatively short. As regards the interview itself, it was for the Trust 
to decide whom to put forward and what Mr Tait said was his decision. 
 
The complainant wrote to Sir Michael Lyons, Chairman of the BBC Trust, on 7 October 
saying that he wished to: 
 

• complain about Mr Tait’s conduct in making inaccurate and misleading 
statements. 

• appeal to the Trust about the BBC’s failure to address his complaint. 
• complain about the Trust putting forward Mr Tait for interview when it should 

have known that he was not well-informed and liable to mislead listeners. 
• demand a right of reply. 

 
The Head of Secretariat and Governance, BBC Trust, wrote on 9 December distinguishing 
between the complainant’s allegation of breaches of the editorial guidelines and his 
concerns about Mr Tait’s conduct. The former would be considered by the Editorial 
Complaints Unit (ECU) and (if appealed) the ESC, and the latter by the Chairman of the 
Trust. Because there was an overlap, the Chairman would wait for the editorial complaints 
to be addressed first. 
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Stage 2 
The complainant wrote to the ECU, the second stage of the BBC’s complaints procedure, 
on 8 October 2009 reiterating his concerns about the programme and setting out the BBC 
Editorial Guidelines which he considered relevant to the complaint. He stated that he did 
not think that the fact that some of the inaccurate statements were made by Mr Tait was 
any defence. Mr Tait was part of the BBC and, even if he was treated as an external 
interviewee, this did not justify the BBC broadcasting inaccurate, misleading and 
unbalanced content. 
 
The Head of the ECU replied on 19 November apologising for the delay in responding, 
which was due to an oversight on his part. He confirmed that the ECU would consider the 
complaint in relation to the guidelines on accuracy and impartiality, and those on fairness, 
contributors and consent. 
 
The Head of the ECU wrote again in December 2009 and January 2010 explaining that 
there would be a delay because of staff shortages within the ECU. 
 
The complainant wrote to the Director-General on 1 February 2010 complaining about the 
delay. Putting the BBC on notice that he intended to commence proceedings for judicial 
review if he did not receive a determination by the ECU by 15 February, the complainant 
stated that in his view not only had the BBC failed to comply with its responsibilities under 
the BBC Complaints Framework but also the Framework itself was inadequate, contrary to 
the BBC Agreement, which requires the BBC to give detailed information on how 
complainants can expect to be treated. 
 
The complainant also wrote to the Chairman of the BBC Trust on the same day, 
requesting that the Trust consider his complaint regarding Mr Tait’s conduct without 
waiting for the ECU’s decision  
 
The Head of Secretariat and Governance, BBC Trust, wrote on 15 February saying that 
the Trust remained of the view that it was appropriate for consideration of the complaint 
about Mr Tait’s conduct to await determination of the editorial complaints. 
 
The Head of the ECU, Mr Steel, issued his finding on 11 March. Responding to the points 
in the complainant’s letter of 11 June 2009 in turn, he said that: 
 

• He saw no implication in the presenter’s comments that inaccuracy or a lack of 
impartiality were to be excused on the grounds that Mr Bowen’s article had 
been relatively short – also, Mr Tait made it clear that the BBC’s guidelines 
required accurate and impartial journalism. 

• He accepted that there was some confusion in the way the presenter 
enumerated the allegations which had been upheld by the ESC and that the 
commissioning editor had acknowledged that there was some inaccuracy in 
this respect, but the BBC’s obligation was to observe due accuracy and he did 
not feel that this was material to listeners’ understanding of the breaches of 
BBC guidelines. 

• In referring to the inaccuracy relating to US policy on Israeli settlements, the 
presenter was following the words used by the ESC itself in its summary. 

• As Chairman of the ESC, Mr Tait was entitled to speak for the ESC irrespective 
of the degree of his participation in the appeals and, in any event, any issue of 
editorial standards would hinge on the accuracy of what Mr Tait said rather 
than on listeners’ assumptions about the basis on which he was saying it. 

• Taking into account the report of the Trust General Appeals Finding on this 
case, it was the view of the ECU that Mr Tait’s statement about the complexity 
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of the submissions which the complainant had submitted and the need to deal 
with them properly was consistent with due accuracy as to the principal 
reasons for the length of time taken, though not exhaustive as an explanation 
of the reasons for the delay. 

• The natural interpretation of what Mr Tait said was that the breaches found by 
the ESC had not succeeded in establishing a general case of bias rather than 
that the complainant had never argued such a case – Mr Steel did not 
therefore believe that the complainant had been treated unfairly on this issue. 

• In expressing confidence in Mr Bowen and BBC News, Mr Tait correctly 
represented the position of the ESC and Trust – in Mr Steel’s view, the 
programme was entirely balanced in the way it reflected listeners’ concerns 
about the ESC’s findings. 

• There were no grounds for regarding Mr Tait’s comments on remedial action 
as inadequately sourced or inaccurate – the ECU understood that the ESC had 
now fully addressed this issue in terms consistent with Mr Tait’s comments. 

 
The Head of the ECU therefore concluded that the programme had not breached any of 
the BBC’s editorial guidelines. 
 
Appeal 
The complainant appealed to the ESC, the third and final stage of the BBC’s complaints 
procedure, on 12 April 2010. 
 
The complainant referred to the points made in his previous letters to the BBC and ECU, 
stating that in his view the points he made should be considered both individually and in 
combination and that the programme “was an exercise in minimising and whitewashing 
the ESC’s findings”. 
 
He explained where he thought the ECU had erred, in particular: 
 

• The reference to “a few sentences” was inaccurate and misleading – this was 
material and contributed to the general whitewashing of the ESC’s findings by 
the programme. 

• The inaccuracy relating to the number of allegations upheld by the ESC was 
also material and again contributed to the general whitewashing of the ESC’s 
findings. 

• The inaccuracy regarding Mr Tait’s role in the appeal was also material since 
listeners would have given less credence to his comments if they had known 
that he had not participated because of an apparent conflict of interest. 

• Mr Tait’s comment about the amount of material submitted by the complainant 
was wholly one-sided and misleading because the delay was in fact due to 
unsatisfactory procedures followed by the BBC Trust Unit – the complainant 
demanded a right of reply on this issue. 

• The message conveyed to listeners was that the complainants (not the 
breaches, as Mr Steel claimed) had failed to make a case of general bias which 
was false – the complainant repeated his demand for a right of reply on this 
issue. 

• For Mr Tait to express confidence in Mr Bowen and BBC News was a serious 
dereliction of his duty in the light of the ESC’s findings – the complainant 
reiterated that the case against Mr Bowen was not explained fairly in the 
programme. 

• Mr Tait’s comments about remedial action were inaccurate and inadequately 
sourced because at the time he made them the ESC had not fully considered 
this issue. 
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The complainant did not pursue his earlier point regarding inaccuracy in relation to the 
presenter’s summary of the ESC finding on the Har Homa complaint. 
 
3. Applicable Editorial Standards 

Section 3 – Accuracy 

Introduction 

The BBC's commitment to accuracy is a core editorial value and fundamental to our 
reputation. Our output must be well sourced, based on sound evidence, thoroughly tested 
and presented in clear, precise language. We should be honest and open about what we 
don't know and avoid unfounded speculation. 

For the BBC accuracy is more important than speed and it is often more than a question 
of getting the facts right. All the relevant facts and information should be weighed to get 
at the truth. If an issue is controversial, relevant opinions as well as facts may need to be 
considered. 

Identifying sources 

We should normally identify on air and online sources of information and significant 
contributors, as well as providing their credentials, so that our audiences can judge their 
status. 

Misleading audiences 

We should not distort known facts, present invented material as fact, or knowingly do 
anything to mislead our audiences. We may need to label material to avoid doing so. 

Correcting mistakes  

We should normally acknowledge serious factual errors and correct mistakes quickly and 
clearly. Inaccuracy may lead to a complaint of unfairness. An effective way of correcting a 
mistake is saying what was wrong as well as putting it right. 

Section 4 – Impartiality and Diversity of Opinion 

In practice, our commitment to impartiality means: 

• we can explore or report on a specific aspect of an issue or provide an 
opportunity for a single view to be expressed, but in doing so we do not 
misrepresent opposing views. They may also require a right of reply. 

• the approach to, and tone of, BBC stories must always reflect our editorial 
values. Presenters, reporters and correspondents are the public face and voice 
of the BBC, they can have a significant impact on the perceptions of our 
impartiality. 

• our journalists and presenters, including those in news and current affairs, may 
provide professional judgments but may not express personal opinions on 
matters of public policy or political or industrial controversy. Our audiences 
should not be able to tell from BBC programmes or other BBC output the 
personal views of our journalists and presenters on such matters. 

Achieving impartiality 

Impartiality is described in the Agreement accompanying the BBC Charter as “due 
impartiality”. It requires us to be fair and open minded when examining the evidence and 
weighing all the material facts, as well as being objective and even handed in our 
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approach to a subject. It does not require the representation of every argument or facet 
of every argument on every occasion. 

Where BBC content or the BBC is the story 

Our reporting must remain accurate, impartial and fair even when our content, or the BBC 
itself, becomes the story. We need to ensure that our impartiality is not brought into 
question and presenters or reporters are not placed in potential conflict of interests. It will 
be inappropriate to refer to either the BBC as “we” or the content as “our”. There should 
also be clear editorial separation between those reporting the story and those responsible 
for presenting the BBC's case. 

Section 5 – Fairness, Contributors and Consent 

Right of reply 

When we make allegations of wrong doing, iniquity or incompetence or lay out a strong 
and damaging critique of an individual or institution the presumption is that those 
criticised should be given a “right of reply”, that is, given a fair opportunity to respond to 
the allegations before transmission. 

Section 17 – Accountability 

We are open in admitting mistakes when they are made and encourage a culture of 
willingness to learn from them. 

Feedback and Complaints 

Our commitment to our audiences is to ensure that complaints and enquiries are dealt 
with quickly, courteously and with respect. 

 
4. The Committee’s decision 
 
The Committee considered the complaint against the relevant editorial standards, as set 
out in the BBC’s editorial guidelines. The guidelines are a statement of the BBC’s values 
and standards. 
 
In reaching its decision the Committee took full account of all the available evidence, 
including (but not limited to) the Editorial Adviser’s report and subsequent submissions 
from the complainant and the BBC Editorial Complaints Unit. 
 
This appeal raises issues requiring consideration of the editorial guidelines relating to 
accuracy, impartiality, fairness (right of reply), and accountability (unreasonable delay). 
  
The Committee noted that the guideline on accuracy requires BBC output to be well 
sourced and based on sound evidence; and presented in clear and precise language. 
Sources should normally be identified and their credentials provided and the BBC should 
do nothing to mislead audiences. The guideline on impartiality states that presenters and 
reporters can have a significant impact on perceptions of the BBC’s impartiality and that 
the requirement of due impartiality means that the BBC should be fair and open minded 
when examining evidence, and objective and even handed in its approach to a subject. 
The BBC’s reporting should remain accurate, impartial and fair even when the BBC itself is 
the story. 
 
On the right to reply, the Committee noted that when the BBC makes allegations of 
wrongdoing, iniquity or incompetence or lays out a strong and damaging critique of an 
individual or an institution the presumption is that those criticised should be given a fair 
opportunity to respond to the allegations before transmission. 
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On accountability, the Committee noted the BBC’s commitment to its audiences to ensure 
that complaints and enquiries are dealt with quickly, courteously and with respect. 
 
Accuracy and Impartiality 
 
The Committee noted the contents of the complainant’s letter of appeal to the ESC and 
other correspondence in the case. The complainant argued that the programme was 
“inaccurate, misleading and biased”, and amounted to a “whitewash” of the two earlier 
ESC decisions which were the subject of the Feedback interview and which had upheld 
claims brought against the BBC’s Middle East Editor alleging breaches of the guidelines on 
accuracy and impartiality. The present complainant had been a successful complainant in 
one of the two earlier cases. He claimed in this case that his reputation was harmed by 
the alleged inaccuracy and bias and he therefore was entitled to a right of reply. (The 
Committee noted that on this point the complainant had withdrawn his original claim that 
such a right arose under EU Law but nevertheless there remained the question of whether 
the BBC guideline on fairness had been breached.) 
 
The Committee dealt with the complaints of breaches of accuracy and impartiality in turn 
using the numbering as set out in the complainant’s letter of appeal. 
 
Complaint point 1 (Accuracy and Impartiality) 
 
The complainant argued that the presenter’s comments regarding the length of the online 
article about the 1967 Six-Day War (which was 51 sentences long) were “inaccurate and 
misleading”. 
 
The Committee noted the relevant comments by the presenter, in particular: 
 

“It’s difficult enough reporting in a fair and balanced way on individual incidents 
let alone trying to summarise in a few sentences how 1967 changed the Middle 
East” 
 

and  
 
“…in writing a summary of the position in the Middle East for online or in an article 
or in a very short radio broadcast, it is impossible to produce an account, a short 
account, which will satisfy both sides. So isn’t his job impossible?” 

 
The Committee noted that the complainant argued that these words:  
 

“planted the idea in listeners’ minds that the inaccuracy or imbalance in the article 
might be excused or explained because it was only a few sentences long” 

 
and that: 
 

“the inaccuracy of the reference to a ‘few sentences’ was material and contributed 
to the general whitewashing of the ESC’s findings by the programme.” 

 
Accuracy 
The Committee concluded that given the complexity of the subject and the fact that so 
much had been and could be written about it, it was entirely reasonable to characterise 
the article as a relatively short piece and therefore use of the words “a few sentences” 
was duly accurate. 
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Impartiality 
Given that the presenter’s comments were accurate, the Committee concluded that there 
was no breach of impartiality. 
 
Complaint point 2 (Accuracy and Impartiality) 
The complainant alleged that the programme was inaccurate in its enumeration of the 
number of heads of complaint against the online article which had been upheld by the 
ESC as inaccurate and/or biased and that therefore the programme had breached the BBC 
guidelines on accuracy and on impartiality. 
 
The Committee noted that the presenter set out the ESC finding as follows: 
  

“Ten allegations of inaccuracy were made against Jeremy Bowen’s online article. 
Two were partially upheld and a further two were deemed to be issues of 
impartiality. They contributed to an overall finding that the piece breached BBC 
guidelines on impartiality. For example the Trust fully upheld the criticism of Mr 
Bowen’s statement when he talked of ‘Zionism’s innate instinct to push out the 
frontier’.”  

Later the presenter said:  

“Now, there were a large number of complaints. You upheld quite a small number 
of them…” 

The complainant argued that three allegations were upheld as to accuracy and five 
contributed to the impartiality finding; and added that the other complaint had three 
inaccuracy claims upheld and the full impartiality claim upheld. 

The Committee noted that it was not possible to tell from the programme which particular 
items the presenter was referring to when he referred to the findings on impartiality, 
although he was clear and unambiguous in stating that there was an overall finding of 
breach of impartiality. They further noted that he did set out the facts of an allegation 
which the Trust had fully upheld. 

The Committee noted that the ESC’s finding of breach of impartiality by the online article 
had not included a list of specific points, but was couched as follows: 

“The Committee considered that the author should have done more to explain that 
there were alternative views which had some weight, the Committee thought 
readers would come away thinking that the interpretation offered was the only 
sensible view of the war. 

“The Committee concluded that the article did not sufficiently signpost that this 
was one possible theory amongst other possible theories.”  

The Committee noted that the programme editor had apologised to the complainant, 
accepting that: 

“The summary we provided of a complex case was incomplete – at this particular 
point the script was inaccurate. However, immediately afterwards the script stated 
that these findings ‘contributed to an overall finding that the piece breached BBC 
guidelines on Impartiality’”. 

The editor continued: 

“We then quote an example of the Trust fully upholding the criticism of one of Mr 
Bowen’s statements. We feel the listener would be left with a clear understanding 
that BBC guidelines had been breached, but we regret that the summary of the 
findings was not more complete.” 
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The Committee then noted that the guidelines require programmes to present evidence in 
“clear, precise language” and programmes must not “distort know facts … or knowingly … 
mislead audiences”. 

The Committee concluded that on the question of how many heads of complaint had been 
upheld and whether these were “partially” or “fully” upheld, the programme had not been 
“clear and precise”. But the Committee further concluded that given the overall 
presentation of the ESC findings, including the fact that the programme was clear and 
unambiguous in stating that the guidelines had been breached and had set out in full the 
facts of one of the findings, this imprecision had not materially affected the accuracy of 
the programme. The programme had not distorted known facts or knowingly misled the 
audience and had been duly accurate.  

The Committee did not, therefore, uphold this element of the complaint. 

Complaint point 3 was not pursued by the complainant on appeal.  

Complaint point 4 (Accuracy and Impartiality) 

The complainant alleged that introducing Richard Tait as the Chairman of the ESC without 
mentioning that he did not participate in the appeals being discussed, and repeated use 
of the word “we” by Richard Tait during the interview, would have led listeners to believe 
that he had been involved in the appeals and amounted to a breach of accuracy; and that 
if listeners had known the full facts including that the complainant himself had objected to 
his taking part then they would have given less credence or weight to his comments in 
the interview. The complainant alleged that Mr Tait was not fully familiar with all the 
relevant facts because he had been recused from the appeals. 

The Committee noted that the editorial guideline on accuracy states:  

“We should normally identify on air and online sources of information and 
significant contributors, as well as providing their credentials, so that our 
audiences can judge their status.” 

And: 

“We should not distort known facts, present invented material as fact, or 
knowingly do anything to mislead our audiences.” 

Richard Tait was identified as the Chairman of the ESC, but the programme did not state 
that he did not actually sit in on the appeals in question. 

The Committee concluded that it would not have been material for listeners to know 
whether or not Mr Tait was present as a member of the ESC sub-Committee which heard 
this particular appeal, and they would not necessarily have concluded that he was one of 
the members who heard the appeal. However, as Chairman of the ESC he was an entirely 
appropriate interviewee on this subject, and he was entitled to represent the views of the 
Committee which he chairs even if he had not been present when the particular issue was 
discussed. His use of the word “we” to describe that Committee (or indeed the Trust) was 
not inaccurate, given his role.  

The Committee did not uphold this element of the appeal. 

Complaint point 5 (Accuracy) 

The complainant alleged that the programme was inaccurate in describing the reasons for 
the delays in the cases.  

Richard Tait said: 
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“It was a very complicated complaint, with a whole range of different bits of 
evidence being brought by the complainant to be considered by the management 
and by the Trust. I am sorry it took so long, but if complaints are complicated you 
have to give them the time that are needed to do a proper job.” 

The complainant stated that his original complaint was only three and a half pages long 
and that the delays were due mainly to the rewriting of the Editorial Adviser’s report, and 
also the fact that the Trust invited “submission after submission (five rounds in all)”; and 
Mr Bowen asking for further time due to commitments. 

The Committee noted the Trust General Appeals Panel finding (“the GAP finding”) on the 
handling of the ESC appeal regarding the online article which was published in September 
2009, after the programme. The finding stated:  

“…the appeals from which this complaint arose were difficult cases raising a 
number of issues, many of them very complex. In providing advice to the ESC on 
these matters, the Trust Unit had found it necessary to have recourse to legal 
advice more often than was usual; this and other matters had led to substantial 
delays in the progress of those appeals.” 

The GAP finding further stated:  

“Indeed, it appeared to the Committee that some of the delays were attributable 
to steps taken by the Trust Unit to ensure fairness, such as by giving both parties 
opportunities to make multiple submissions.” 

As stated by the complainant, the GAP “noted that much of the delay in the proceedings 
seemed to be attributable to iterations of the Editorial Adviser’s report. That delay was 
regrettable”. 

The Committee noted that the GAP finding had also stated: 

“while there were mitigating circumstances, it was not acceptable that appeals 
should take as long as these ones to be resolved” 

and  

“a line should be drawn at an appropriate stage under the submission of new 
points, and enforced against all parties”. 

The finding had concluded that this was “a poor example of timeliness” and there were 
lessons about Trust procedures to be learnt.  

The Committee noted the comments in one of the earlier ESC findings, which were 
brought to their attention by the complainant, as follows:  

“[the ESC] regretted the fact that this complaint had taken an exceptionally long 
time to be considered and concluded … the Committee determined that these 
were failings of Trust Unit systems, not individuals”. 

The Committee noted that in the Feedback programme, the Chairman of the ESC said he 
was sorry for the delay, but he did not add anything about lessons to be learnt by the 
Trust. 

It was the Committee’s view, taking into account the detailed GAP finding which was 
published after the programme, that Richard Tait’s answer as set out above was an 
accurate if brief summary of the processes involved in the case. Mr Tait had mentioned 
the fact that it had raised a number of very complex issues, and that the Trust had to 
invest time to do a proper job; and the Committee also took into account the GAP’s 
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finding that some of the delays were due to the Trust Unit taking steps in these 
circumstances to ensure fairness.  

The Committee did not uphold this element of the complaint.  

Complaint point 6 (Accuracy and Impartiality) 

The complainant alleged that Richard Tait was inaccurate and biased when he answered 
the presenter’s question: “How serious do you regard those breaches?” 

The Committee noted the reply which was as follows: 

“Well, any breach of the guidelines is a breach of the guidelines. The BBC’s 
journalism is underpinned by values such as impartiality and accuracy which are 
really important to the BBC’s relationship with the licence fee payer who trusts the 
BBC to provide accurate and impartial information. But, in the context of the 
overall complaint which was that the BBC Journalism was in some way biased 
against Israel, that Jeremy Bowen himself was biased against Israel, they clearly 
did not make that case.”  

The complainant alleged that “they” referred to the complainant himself and another 
complainant whose complaints were also upheld against the original article. The 
complainant claimed that the answer was inaccurate and biased because he had 
complained that Mr Bowen and the BBC were generally biased against Israel, but his 
complaint had not been heard by the ESC because it was brought out of time.  

Alternatively, if the word “they” was meant to refer to the breaches rather than to the 
complainants, the complainant alleged that the answer was still inaccurate and misleading 
because, again, Mr Tait must have had in mind the separate general complaint of bias 
which had not been heard by the ESC on its merits. 

The Committee noted that the interviewer’s question was about “the breaches” – and 
further noted that Mr Tait had told the Editorial Adviser that he was referring to the 
breaches throughout this passage, not to the complainant(s).  

The Committee concluded that in saying “they”, Mr Tait was talking about the breaches, 
not the complainants. It further concluded that Mr Tait was not referring to any 
complaints or appeals other than the ones relating to the online article, which was the 
subject of the ESC finding and the Feedback programme. The Committee did not think 
that listeners in this context would have assumed that Mr Tait’s response was about a 
separate claim of general bias which had not been heard on its merits by the ESC. 

The Committee also noted Mr Tait’s explanation that, when talking of the “overall 
complaint”, he had in mind not only the findings of the appeal but also the considerable 
public interest and controversy that had been raised by the finding of breaches, which 
were indeed the reason “Feedback” was examining the issue. Opinion had been polarised 
by the case, with some in the media and on blogs arguing that the BBC had succumbed to 
lobbying, and others arguing equally vociferously that the findings of breaches in this case 
were evidence of general BBC bias against Israel and calling for Mr Bowen to be removed 
from his job. 

The Committee noted that the guideline on impartiality states: 

“Impartiality is described in the Agreement as ‘due impartiality’. It requires us to 
be fair and open minded when examining the evidence and weighing all the 
material facts, as well as being objective and even handed in our approach to a 
subject. It does not require the representation of every argument or facet of every 
argument on every occasion.” 
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The Committee concluded that the programme was not obliged to mention the claim of 
general bias which the complainant had brought in the past in order to fulfil the 
requirements set out in this guideline. Furthermore, given the comments in some parts of 
the media and on blogs, which appeared to suggest that the ESC’s findings were evidence 
of general bias, it was right for Mr Tait to point out that no such finding had been made. 

The Committee did not therefore uphold this element of the complaint. 

Complaint point 7 (Accuracy and Impartiality) 

The complainant alleged that Mr Tait was biased and unfair in stating in the programme: 
“We … have complete confidence in Jeremy Bowen…”. He contended that this statement 
was inaccurate given the ESC’s findings.  

The complainant also alleged a lack of impartiality in that of the two listeners’ comments 
used in the programme, more emphasis was given to the comment supporting Mr Bowen. 
He complained that the programme should have given a more detailed explanation of the 
case against Mr Bowen.  

The Committee noted an article in a newspaper quoting the Chairman of the BBC Trust as 
follows: 

“The Trust’s decision … was not a judgement on his role and responsibilities as 
Middle East editor, for which he rightly has a high reputation and has received 
widespread respect. And it was not a finding against BBC journalists in general.” 

The Committee also noted that Mr Tait had confirmed his confidence in the Middle East 
Editor in discussions with BBC management following the ESC decision on the article.  

The Committee concluded that Mr Tait was duly accurate in his comments on the BBC’s 
confidence in Jeremy Bowen and his continued role as the BBC’s Middle East Editor. 

The Committee further concluded that there was no bias in the way the programme set 
out and quoted listeners’ views on the ESC finding. 

The Committee did not uphold this element of the complaint. 

Complaint point 8 

On the subject of remedial action the complainant argued that Mr Tait’s reply was 
inaccurate and inadequately sourced because he was not present at the hearings; and the 
Committee had not addressed remedial action in the appeal and had not yet heard his 
appeal on this matter. 

The Committee noted that although the ESC decision as to remedial action was taken 
after the programme, nothing in that decision actually contradicted Mr Tait’s comments on 
this subject in the programme. Indeed, the Committee concluded that his comments were 
accurate with regard to the decisions taken on remedial action both by the ESC and by 
BBC management. 

The Committee did not therefore uphold this element of the appeal. 

Fairness – Right of Reply 

The complainant alleged that the inaccuracies and breaches of impartiality which he 
alleged in points five and six above also amounted to breaches of the guidelines on 
fairness, entitling him to a right of reply. 

The Committee noted that the requirement for a “right of reply, that is, a fair opportunity 
to respond to the allegations before transmission” according to the guidelines, is a finding 
that there has been a “strong and damaging critique of an individual”.  
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Given that the Committee had not upheld the complaints of breach of accuracy and 
impartiality, the Committee did not find that the complainant had suffered a strong and 
damaging critique so there was no breach of the guideline on fairness and no right of 
reply. In any event, the programme did not contain any strong or damaging critique of the 
complainant. 

Accountability 

The complainant alleged that there were breaches of the BBC’s Framework for Complaints 
Handling in that responses in this case had exceeded reasonable time limits; also that the 
BBC Agreement itself has not been complied with because the Framework for Complaints 
Handling did not contain specific time limits for the second Stage One response and the 
Stage Two response.  

The Committee was advised and agreed that it did not need to form a judgment on the 
points made by the complainant regarding the administrative legality of the Framework 
and Agreement in order to answer the questions raised by this appeal.  

The Committee noted that the BBC Complaints Framework requires that: 

 “Complaints should be responded to in a timely manner”. 

The BBC Editorial Complaints Procedure states that the BBC aims to reply within ten 
working days to a first complaint, and that if escalated to the ECU, the ECU will “usually” 
reply within ten working days. It then aims to complete its investigation within 20 to 35 
working days depending on the complexity of a case. 

The guideline on Accountability states: 

 “Feedback and Complaints 

 Our commitment to our audiences is to ensure that complaints and 
 enquiries are dealt with quickly, courteously and with respect.” 

The Committee noted that the time limits set down by the Editorial Complaints Procedure 
were not adhered to in this case but they were not mandatory. The Committee also noted 
and agreed with the complainant’s claim that where no specific time limits were set down, 
responses should be made within reasonable time frames. 

The Committee stated that they were disappointed to learn of the delays in this case and 
they wished to apologise to the complainant for these delays, however, there was no 
breach of the BBC guidelines on accountability. 
 
The Committee did not therefore uphold the complaint on accountability. 
 
Finding: Not upheld. 
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Rejected Appeals 
Appeals rejected by the ESC as being out of remit or because the complaints had not 
raised a matter of substance and there was no reasonable prospect of success. 

Any Questions?, BBC Radio 4, 20 November 2009 
The appeal concerns questions put to Harriet Harman MP in an edition of BBC Radio 4’s 
Any Questions? when she was a panellist. The complainant said that it had been wrong for 
the chairman to ask Ms Harman a question which referred to the use of hands free car 
phone kits, and to press for an answer, when he knew that she was to be summonsed for 
using a mobile phone while driving. The complainant also raised questions about the way 
the BBC had handled his complaint, which he said had not been properly investigated. 

The Committee’s decision 

In reaching its decision the Committee took note of the responses the complainant had 
received from the BBC Executive and from the Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust. 
The Committee also took note of the complainant’s responses to the decision of the 
Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not to proceed with the appeal, and subsequent 
correspondence, which had been provided to the Committee in paper ESC(11) 06. 

The Committee noted that in his initial letter of complaint to the BBC on 23 November 
2009, the complainant had set out three points:  

1. The question should not have been asked – this would appear to be accepted by 
Jonathan Dimbleby when he told Harriet Harman that “I take your point” 

2. The question, having been wrongly put and Harriet Harman explaining that she 
was not in a position to answer it for legal reasons, should not have been 
repeatedly pursued by Jonathan Dimbleby 

3. The behaviour of Jonathan Dimbleby ... by making her [Harriet Harman] 
repeatedly explain that she was unable to answer the question for legal reasons 
falls below the journalist standards that the BBC as a public service broadcaster 
should expect. 

The Committee noted that in a subsequent letter dated 16 December 2009 the 
complainant added a number of other points to the complaint. The Committee noted the 
reply from the editor of Any Questions? dated 5 February 2010: 

“…it was an entirely proper question about an issue that had arisen during the 
week. Panellists expect to be asked about events in the news; it would only have 
been unfair to Harriet Harman if an allegation had been put to her that she could 
not respond to – the question was specifically selected to avoid that happening.” 

And: 

“This question was deliberately selected because it was a general one which did 
not involve reference to the court case. We would only be in contempt of court if 
we went into the detail of Harriet Harman’s particular case which we didn’t and 
never intended to do. 

“Jonathan Dimbleby is well versed in the law and the handling of this question was 
discussed by the team before transmission. There was no intention to breach the 
law. Jonathan did not ask Harriet about the court case … She chose not to 
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answer the question at which point Jonathan’s only prompting was to point out 
that the question was a general one which did not require reference to her own 
case …  

“It was up to Harriet to make her own decision about how to answer the 
question. She is an experienced contributor who knows the law. She understood 
that she was entitled not to answer the question and when she declined to do so 
Jonathan accepted that and she was not pressed.” 

The Committee noted the response provided by the BBC’s Editorial Complaints Unit 
(ECU) on 20 May 2010 when the complainant escalated his complaint to the second stage 
of the process. The ECU looked at the complaint as two issues; that the putting of the 
question was unfair, and that the way it was pursued by Jonathan Dimbleby was also 
unfair. 

The Committee noted the ECU’s reference to the fact that in the aired programme 
Harriet Harman accepted that it was a fair question to ask. The Committee noted the 
relevant section of the programme transcript: 

Jonathan Dimbleby: 

I must try once, on the audience’s behalf because you can tell they’re slightly 
frustrated by the fact you feel you can’t answer – whether or not you answer… 

Harriet Harman: 

Well, I think it was probably quite unfair to ask that question to be asked because 
… it’s obvious … it might be fair to ask it, but it’s obviously not fair to expect me 
to answer it when it’s evident I’ve been notified I’m going to be issued with a 
summons. So you can… 

The Committee noted the ECU’s conclusion that asking the question was not unfair and 
that the question addressed a matter of public interest. The Committee noted the ECU’s 
view that Ms Harman is an experienced politician and lawyer and was never likely to be 
wrong footed by this question. 

The Committee noted that, on the question of whether Jonathan Dimbleby treated Ms 
Harman unfairly in pressing the question, the ECU said that Jonathan Dimbleby had only 
done so following groans from the audience after Ms Harman decided not to answer his 
question on this subject. The Committee noted the ECU’s view that Mr Dimbleby had 
judged the balance between persistence and fairness very well and that the ECU did not 
uphold the complaint. 

The Committee then considered the response from the BBC Trust’s Head of Editorial 
Standards, and the appeal on the decision not to proceed with the complaint on appeal. 

The Committee noted that a separate complaint from the complainant against a trail for 
Any Questions? on the Today programme had been referred back to Audience Services at 
Stage 1. The Committee noted that the Head of Editorial Standards had included the trail 
in her consideration of the admissibility of the appeal in so far as it supported the 
substantive complaint against Any Questions?. The Committee noted the Head of Editorial 
Standards’ conclusion that the remarks made in the trail about Ms Harman and the 
reference to her summons were appropriate given that the story of her being 
summonsed was in the news and that she was a senior member of the cabinet who was 
representing the government in that evening’s programme. The Committee noted the 
Head of Editorial Standards’ view that, while Mr Dimbleby suggested that this story may 
“prompt a question”, she did not consider that he was soliciting for questions. The 
Committee noted the Head of Editorial Standards’ belief that the tone of the trail, 
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including the closing statement regarding the accessibility of the venue by tube, was in 
keeping with audience expectations of the programme’s style.  

With regard to the main complaint about Any Questions?, the Committee noted that the 
Head of Editorial Standards had advised the complainant the Trust does not consider 
complaints of fairness made by third parties and that the guideline is only applicable if the 
complainant is the person directly affected by the content – that is someone or an 
organisation who/which took part in a programme or who/which the programme was 
about. The Committee noted that Ms Harman had not made a complaint and the 
complainant had not provided written confirmation that he represented Ms Harman. The 
Committee noted the Head of Editorial Standards’ decision not to consider the complaint 
against the guidelines on fairness, and that the complaint would have to be considered 
against the impartiality guidelines. 

The Committee noted that the complainant had said that the question should not have 
been asked, or pressed, because it was known that criminal proceedings were likely to be 
brought imminently, and that Ms Harman could not, therefore, answer for legal reasons. 
The Committee noted the view of the Head of Editorial Standards that it was clear from 
the transcript and the correspondence relating to the complaint that both Ms Harman 
and Mr Dimbleby recognised that what could be said was circumscribed by the law 
relating to the publication of comments about matters that are sub judice.  

The Committee noted that the Head of Editorial Standards had then considered whether, 
in asking the question, the BBC could be accused of bias. The Committee noted the Head 
of Editorial Standards’ reasoning that whether the question should have been asked was 
more a matter of the probity of the BBC to ask such a question and that it was not 
unreasonable for the programme to ask a question of public figures, particularly 
politicians, relating to an item in the news which either affects the listening public or is 
related to the conduct of our public officials, which in this case it did. 

The Committee also noted the Head of Editorial Standards’ view that Ms Harman would 
have been fully aware of the type of questions she may have been asked and would have 
prepared herself to answer them. The Committee noted the Head of Editorial Standards’ 
reasoning that, given the audience’s expectations of the type of questions that would be 
asked of the panel, i.e. issues and matters that have arisen in the written and broadcast 
news over the past seven days, the question was justified. The Committee noted that the 
Head of Editorial Standards considered that Ms Harman was given sufficient opportunity 
to respond to the question and that her response garnered a certain amount of support 
in the room. 

The Committee noted that the Head of Editorial Standards went on to say that the issue 
of whether it was appropriate for the BBC to ask the question is not a matter for the 
Trust to consider - the choice of questions to ask a panellist is an editorial judgement and 
is therefore a matter for the BBC Executive. The BBC Executive, as set out in the BBC’s 
Royal Charter, has the day-to-day responsibility for running the BBC and as part of this 
duty it has the primary responsibility for editorial decisions which includes choosing what 
questions to ask of guests.  

The Head of Editorial Standards concluded that the complaint did not have a reasonable 
prospect of success in terms of a breach of editorial standards and had not made a case 
for the Executive to answer. 

The Committee agreed with the Head of Editorial Standards’ view that the relevant 
editorial guidelines were those relating to impartiality. The Committee also agreed with 
the Head of Editorial Standards’ reasons for concluding that the complaint against Any 
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Questions? did not have a reasonable prospect of success on appeal and had not made a 
case for the Executive to answer. 

Finally, the Committee considered the complainant’s allegation that the BBC had failed to 
investigate the complaint by withholding important information such as the transcript of 
the Today programme trail for Any Questions?, by refusing to investigate and establish the 
facts relating to the complaint and deliberately obscuring the complaint by raising 
irrelevant issues and investigating matters that had not been complained about. 

The Committee noted the view of the BBC Trust’s Head of Editorial Standards that 
several of the questions asked by the complainant did not need to be answered in order 
to reach a conclusion on his substantive complaint. The Committee noted the Head of 
Editorial Standards’ argument that the complainant was pressing to have his complaint 
looked at in precisely the terms in which he had framed it, whereas the Executive had 
answered the substance of the complaint, but in a different way. 

The Committee agreed that the handling of the complaint had been appropriate at all 
stages of the complaints process. 

The Committee was therefore satisfied that the decision not to proceed with 
the appeal was correct. 
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Pointless, BBC Two, 24 November 2010 
The complainant requested that the Committee consider an appeal against the decision of 
the Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not to proceed with his request for an appeal 
following a decision by the Editorial Complaints Unit not to uphold his complaint that a 
reference to Mary Queen of Scots made by a presenter on the programme was offensive 
in the context of a previous complaint made by the complainant. 

The Committee’s decision 

In reaching its decision the Committee watched the relevant content and took note of 
the responses the complainant had received from the BBC Executive and from the Head 
of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust. The Committee also took note of the complainant’s 
response to the decision of the Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust. 

The Committee noted that the complainant initially contacted the BBC on 28 November 
2010, saying: 

“At the start of the second round the first contestant stated that he was going to 
make a stab in the dark at which Richard Osman stated there had been ‘a lot of 
stabs in the dark amongst the British Kings and Queens’ and then made a very 
sarcastic, rude and very racist comment straight after that stating ‘Particularly as 
Mary Queen of Scots would attest’.” 

The complainant also referred to an earlier complaint he had made regarding an episode 
where Mary Queen of Scots had been deemed an incorrect answer to a question about 
British Monarchs because she was “Queen of Scots”. 

The Committee noted that BBC Audience Services’ response to the complaint was that 
the presenter’s comment was “merely a light-hearted reference to an historical event” 
and that “it was in no way racist to refer to Mary as British”. The Committee noted that 
BBC Audience Services apologised for any offence caused. 

The Committee noted that the complainant then contacted the BBC’s Editorial 
Complaints Unit (ECU) at Stage 2 of the complaints process, saying that the BBC had 
misunderstood his complaint. The Committee noted that the complainant argued that 
when Mr Osman said “Particularly as Mary Queen of Scots would attest”, he was being 
offensive and racist because he was referring to an earlier episode. 

The Committee noted that the Head of the ECU had written to the complainant to set 
out the complaint as he understood it and to explain that the applicable guidelines were 
those dealing with harm and offence. The Head of the ECU also said that he must 
consider the 24 November 2010 edition of Pointless individually and on its own merits.  

The Committee noted the complainant’s view that the presenter’s comment needed to 
be considered in the context of the comment which he had made about Mary Queen of 
Scots in the 31 March 2010 episode of Pointless. 

The Committee noted the ECU’s subsequent finding which said that the presenter’s 
comments were “…no more than a mildly humorous allusion to the murder of David 
Rizzio – and while the humour may have been slightly forced by the need to go beyond 
the topic of English monarchs for its illustration, I don’t think it could be termed rude, 
sarcastic or racist”. The Committee noted that the Head of the ECU repeated that he 
needed to consider the 24 November 2010 edition of Pointless individually and on its 
own merits but that even if the presenter’s comment was a reference to a previous 
mention of Mary Queen of Scots, that would not make the comment in breach of 
editorial standards. 
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Appeal to the BBC Trust 

The Committee noted that in his appeal to the BBC Trust the complainant had repeated 
that he found the presenter’s remarks “rude, offensive, sarcastic and racist”. The 
complainant also said that he did not accept that the ECU must look at the 24 November 
2010 edition separately from the earlier edition which he had complained about. 

The Committee noted the response from the Trust’s Head of Editorial Standards to the 
appeal request. The Head of Editorial Standards said that she agreed with the approach 
taken by the Head of the ECU in considering this episode on its own merits and noted his 
view that, even were the earlier episode taken into consideration, he did not consider 
there had been a breach of editorial standards.  

The Committee noted that, having reviewed the correspondence, including the transcript 
of the exchange on the programme, the Head of Editorial Standards did not consider that 
there was a breach of the Editorial Guidelines on harm and offence in the 24 November 
edition of Pointless. The Committee noted the Head of Editorial Standards agreed with 
the ECU’s position that, although the humour in this exchange may have been slightly 
forced, it could not be interpreted as offensive or racist.  

The Committee agreed with the Head of Editorial Standards’ conclusion that there was 
not a reasonable prospect of success for this complaint on appeal. 

The Committee was therefore satisfied that the decision not to proceed with 
the appeal was correct. 
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Interview with Jody McIntyre, BBC News Channel, 13 
December 2010 
The complainant appealed the decision of the Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not 
to proceed with his request for an appeal following a decision by the Editorial Complaints 
Unit not to uphold his complaint of bias in a BBC News Channel interview with Jody 
McIntyre. 

The Committee’s decision 

In reaching its decision the Committee took note of the responses the complainant had 
received from the BBC Executive and from the Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust. 
The Committee also took note of the complainant’s response to the decision of the Head 
of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not to proceed with the appeal. 

The Committee noted that the complainant had initially complained to the BBC by email 
on 15 December 2010, objecting to the interview Ben Brown had conducted with Jody 
McIntyre on the BBC News Channel.  

The Committee noted that the complainant had said that “the presenter implied that Jody 
McIntyre was somehow to blame for the disgraceful and dangerous actions of the police. 
He suggested that Jody threw rocks or chanted something that might cause the police to 
‘react’ in this way”. 

The Committee noted that the complainant argued that it was not reasonable for the 
presenter to refer to the young man as a revolutionary or to mention his website. The 
Committee noted that the response from BBC Audience Services had referred the 
complainant to a blog on the matter written by the Controller of News 24. 

The Committee noted that the complainant had written again to the BBC stating that he 
was not part of any web campaign and his complaint should not be dismissed as such. The 
complainant said it was insulting to suggest that his criticisms were based on Jody 
McIntyre’s disability or Ben Brown’s “challenging interview” when in fact he did not find 
the interview challenging, he found it partial, inaccurate and offensive. 

The Committee noted that BBC Audience Services replied saying they had nothing 
further to add to the reasoning in the blog except “…to point out that there's been a 
considerable amount of online discussion and debate about this interview by many 
people”. The BBC reply concluded by saying there had been too many complaints for 
replies to be individual, and provided the complainant with details of how to escalate his 
complaint. 

The Committee noted that the complainant escalated his complaint to the BBC’s Editorial 
Complaints Unit on 19 December 2010, saying that he thought the interview had 
breached the Editorial Guidelines on impartiality, especially due impartiality in News. The 
complainant also said that Ben Brown showed partiality in his interview as he 
“…repeatedly suggested that the interviewee had somehow instigated the assault despite 
answers to the contrary, and clear evidence, including the video footage …, to suggest 
otherwise.”  

The Committee noted the complainant’s view that “…there had been no attempt to 
redress this imbalance by interviewing, in an equally aggressive, repetitive and biased 
manner, the alleged perpetrators of the assault”. The Committee noted that the 
complainant cited the guidelines concerning editorial values and presenters’ personal 
opinions, which he said were breached by Ben Brown’s evident personal opinions in this 
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interview. The Committee noted that the complainant also cited the “series as a whole” 
provision and said that the BBC had been overwhelmingly biased against the protests. 

The Committee noted the ECU’s response to the complaint, which said that the 
interview had been conducted soon after the video showing Mr McIntyre being pulled 
from his wheelchair had been released. This video did not show any of the events 
immediately before that event. So there was therefore, a “…strong editorial reason for 
trying to establish what had in fact taken place and what had led up to it”.  

The Committee noted the ECU’s observation that the statement from the police had 
offered no explanation and they would respond to no questions on it, but that they had 
suggested to journalists that: “The possibility that Mr McIntyre had been rolling towards 
police in his wheelchair was one scenario that they would be looking at”. 

The ECU response went on to say that it was apparent from the programme research 
that Mr McIntyre was an experienced protestor and that he would not want to be treated 
differently from other protestors because of his disability and that “…this would not 
incapacitate him from actions which the police might regard as provocative”.  

The Committee noted the ECU’s reference to a blog written by Mr McIntyre in which he 
describes getting onto the roof of the Conservative Party HQ during a previous 
demonstration and its conclusion that it was therefore reasonable to pursue this line of 
questions. 

The Committee noted that the ECU had then examined whether the questions were 
pursued with due impartiality. The ECU said that the first question asked of Mr McIntyre, 
was open and neutral and only on the fourth question was any contributing factor of Mr 
McIntyre’s actions raised. This, said the ECU, was couched as a suggestion made 
elsewhere and not as the interviewer’s opinion. 

The Committee noted the ECU’s acceptance that “questioning in this vein was pursued 
further than strictly necessary to establish Mr McIntyre’s position on the matter and that 
there were some elements of avoidable repetition”. The Committee also noted the 
ECU’s reasoning that, because the police were not saying anything, it was the 
interviewer’s role to test Mr McIntyre’s evidence as thoroughly as circumstances allowed. 

The Committee noted that the ECU therefore thought the questioning was warranted 
and that the repetition was the sort of “rough edges” that were a feature of live 
broadcasting rather than evidence of a lack of impartiality. 

The Committee noted that the ECU’s evaluation of the tone of the interview was that 
Ben Brown had seemed “equable throughout” and that he had given Mr McIntyre 
“considerable scope”, intervening only three times in an interview of over seven minutes 
and only then when Mr McIntyre was moving into unrelated areas. 

The Committee noted the ECU’s finding that there was no breach of the BBC’s Editorial 
Guidelines. 

Appeal to the BBC Trust 

The Committee noted that the complainant, in his response to the ECU’s finding, has said 
that he was disappointed and expected something more substantial. The Committee 
noted that the complainant did not think that Mr McIntyre’s disability was a factor in the 
complaint. 

The Committee noted that the complainant had taken issue with the ECU’s statement 
that “in the absence of any police account of the matter, it fell to Mr Brown to ensure 
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that, for reasons of balance, Mr McIntyre's claims were tested as thoroughly as 
circumstances allowed”. 

The Committee then considered the response from the BBC Trust’s Head of Editorial 
Standards, and her reasons for deciding not to accept the request for an appeal. 

The Committee noted the Head of Editorial Standards’ comment that the interview by 
Ben Brown was extensive and Mr McIntyre was given plenty of time to answer questions 
and make his case. The Committee also noted the Head of Editorial Standards’ 
observation that Mr McIntyre was hardly interrupted at all throughout a live interview 
which lasted over seven minutes and, while there may have been an element of repetition 
in the questions, this was no more than could be expected in a live interview of this sort.  

The Committee noted the conclusion of the Head of Editorial Standards that neither the 
questions asked nor the tone of the interview – which was even and equable throughout 
– led her to think that the interviewer displayed anything but professional inquisitorial 
techniques. The Committee noted the Head of Editorial Standards’ view that there was 
no evidence in this seven minutes as to what Ben Brown himself thought of the matter – 
nor should there have been. The Committee noted that, for these reasons, the Head of 
Editorial Standards had decided that this appeal had no reasonable prospect of success. 

The Committee agreed with the reasoning of the Trust’s Head of Editorial Standards that 
this complaint did not have a reasonable prospect of success on appeal. 

The Committee was therefore satisfied that the decision not to proceed with 
the appeal was correct.  
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Provision of lottery information on Ceefax 
The complainant appealed the decision of the Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not 
to proceed with his request for an appeal. The complainant said that the National Lottery 
information provided on Ceefax was of poor quality.  

The Committee’s decision 

In reaching its decision the Committee took note of the responses the complainant had 
received from the BBC Executive and from the Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust. 
The Committee also took note of the complainant’s response to the decision of the Head 
of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not to proceed with the appeal. 
 
The Committee noted that the complainant’s initial complaint to the BBC said that he felt 
the Lotto numbers should be posted on Ceefax as soon as the draws had been made, and 
that the full jackpot amounts should be given, not just the amount given to multi-winners. 
 
The Committee noted the BBC’s first response said that there was a limit to how much 
information a Ceefax page could carry but said that the complainant’s comments would 
be circulated, via the daily log, to those senior managers who made the editorial decisions 
about future content priorities.  
 
The Committee noted that the complainant wrote again, reiterating that the lottery 
numbers should be displayed on Ceefax as soon as they were drawn, and that these 
numbers should be broadcast on air as soon as possible. The complainant added that they 
were currently broadcast so late in the evening that many people had to wait until the 
following morning to discover the results.  
 
The Committee noted the subsequent reply from BBC Audience Services which said that 
Camelot had recently taken responsibility for feeding the lottery results into Ceefax 
automatically, and that it undertook a full analysis of all the prizes before posting any 
results (including the winning numbers) and that this was why the numbers were not 
published as quickly as before. In response to the question of the late scheduling of the 
lottery results, the letter said it was impossible to create a schedule that would satisfy 
everybody. The Committee noted that the BBC provided the complainant with Camelot’s 
details should he wish to communicate with them directly and informed him that there 
were other sources which also provided the lottery results. 
 
The Committee noted that in his response the complainant said that the limited 
information about Euro winners, in particular, was misleading while the lack of 
information about jackpot amounts was also unsatisfactory. The Committee also noted 
that the complainant objected to the suggestion that he could find lottery information 
from other sources, saying this was neither acceptable nor, in his case, possible. 
 
The Committee noted that, following a reply from BBC Audience Services which 
apologised for the delay in replying and for the previous delays the complainant had 
experienced, the complainant received a substantive reply which came from Ceefax 
management. 
 
The Committee noted that Ceefax management said it was Camelot that provided lottery 
information and updates on Ceefax, and that it was Camelot’s decision not to put winning 
numbers on the site until it had verified all the details about overall numbers and prize 
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levels. The BBC Ceefax updates were then done at the same time as its own website. The 
Committee noted that, in relation to the question of jackpot totals, Ceefax management 
said they believed that the information about the total winnings was clearly available on 
the site.  
 
The Committee noted that, following a letter from the complainant in which he said that 
the reply from Ceefax management had not answered his points, the BBC replied again 
with a further response from Ceefax management. The Committee noted that Ceefax 
management had explained that there was a limit on how much information it could carry 
per page, and it did not accept that it should necessarily reproduce the same level of 
information which Teletext had previously provided.  
 
The Committee noted that at Stage 2 of the complaints process, the complainant had 
received a response from the UK Editor of BBC News Interactive which said that the 
arrangement whereby Camelot automatically updated Ceefax’s lottery information was 
similar to that wherein other third parties updated Ceefax’s information on, for example, 
flight times and share prices, and that this was an appropriately cost-effective arrangement 
for the BBC. The response also said that, while Camelot did not dictate how the 
information appeared, the BBC did have to work within the constraints of what they 
supplied and when.  
 
The Committee noted that the Stage 2 response concluded by saying that the BBC was 
satisfied with the information provided, and was happy that the information on Ceefax 
was sufficient for readers to play the game, and discover whether they had won. 
 

Appeal to the BBC Trust 

 
The Committee noted that in his appeal to the BBC Trust the complainant had 
complained specifically: 
 

• that the Euro lotto page only lists GB winners and displays a zero symbol if there 
have been no winners, giving a misleading impression that no-one had won the 
Euro jackpot whereas it actually simply meant that no British person had won. 

 
• about the overall lack of information about jackpot amounts. 
 
• that the winning numbers were now being put on Ceefax much later than 

previously and that the BBC’s explanation that Camelot now keyed them in 
directly was unacceptable. The BBC should insist on Camelot providing a faster 
service. 

 
The Committee considered the response from the Trust’s Head of Editorial Standards 
and her reasons for deciding not to accept the complaint on appeal. 
 
The Committee noted the explanation given to the complainant that the direction of the 
BBC’s editorial and creative output is specifically defined in the Charter (paragraph 38, (1) 
(b)) as a duty that is the responsibility of the Executive Board, and one in which the Trust 
does not get involved unless, for example, it relates to a breach of the BBC’s editorial 
standards.  
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The Committee noted that the Head of Editorial Standards went on to say that the 
amount of information given on jackpots and the timing of the lottery results (which are 
being held until the numbers of prize winners and size of the jackpots have been verified) 
is a matter of editorial judgment. The Committee also noted the Head of Editorial 
Standards’ comment that the BBC’s editorial guidelines set out that the BBC may use 
third party material where it is credible and reliable, and that in this case there is no 
suggestion that the material provided is not credible and not reliable. 
 
The Committee noted that in response to the complainant’s allegation that the Euro 
lottery material was misleading, the Head of Editorial Standards had viewed a sample page 
and noted that it clearly said that it covered UK winners only. 
 
The Committee noted the Head of Editorial Standards’ conclusion that the complainant 
had not made a case for the BBC to answer that there had been a breach of editorial 
standards, and that there was not a reasonable prospect of success for the appeal on the 
grounds that there had been a breach of editorial standards. The Committee also noted 
the Head of Editorial Standards’ statement that all the other matters raised by the 
complainant are matters for the Executive and not for the Trust. 
 
The Committee agreed with the reasoning provided by the Trust’s Head of Editorial 
Standards, and her decision that there was not a reasonable prospect of success for the 
complaint on appeal, that the complainant had not made a case for the BBC to answer 
and that matters which did not concern editorial standards in this case were in fact 
matters for the Executive and not the Trust. 

The Committee was therefore satisfied that the decision not to proceed with 
the appeal was correct.  
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BBC coverage of Gordon Brown’s conversation with 
Gillian Duffy and subsequent comments, 28 April 2010 
The complainant appealed the decision of the Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not 
to proceed with his request for an appeal following a decision by the Head of 
Accountability for BBC News not to uphold his complaint that comments made by the 
BBC’s political correspondent regarding Gordon Brown’s conversation with Gillian Duffy 
and subsequent comments were “entirely made of supposition about the likely impact of 
the comments. That impact, however, will be coloured toward the negative by his 
commentary”. 

The Committee’s decision 

In reaching its decision the Committee took note of the responses the complainant had 
received from the BBC Executive and from the Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust. 
The Committee also took note of the complainant’s response to the decision of the Head 
of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not to proceed with the appeal. 
 
The Committee noted that in his initial complaint to the BBC the complainant had said 
that comments made by the BBC’s political correspondent 
 

“…were entirely made of supposition about the likely impact of the comments [by 
Gordon Brown]. That impact, however, will be coloured toward the negative by 
his commentary”. 

 
The Committee noted the complainant said that, contrary to the comments made by the 
BBC’s political correspondent, viewers would have found Mr Brown’s comments as 
“understandable” and “largely understated … given the level of strain this man was under 
and his perception of her views, and that he had handled the situation well”. 
 
The Committee noted that the complainant had argued that the BBC reporting of this 
event had portrayed Mr Brown as being:  
 
• Two-faced - showing one side in public and another in private  
• That the side he displayed in private was somehow dark in nature 
• That his actions demonstrated he is out of touch with the views people have on the 

issue of immigration 
• That his actions would cause the collapse of Labour's campaign. 
 
The Committee noted that the complainant had said that the alternative view was given 
less than 20 seconds coverage that evening on Newsnight and if the event caused the 
collapse of the Labour campaign this would be due to the biased and inaccurate coverage 
rather than to the events themselves. 
 
The Committee noted the BBC’s response that it had made an effort to portray a 
rounded view of the story, for example by obtaining local opinions from people in 
Rochdale. The BBC argued that Gordon Brown’s public apologies showed this was a 
significant moment in the election campaign. 
 
The Committee noted the complainant’s reply which stated that the BBC coverage was 
“…massively weighted toward BBC commentators telling us what a catastrophe this was 
and how it may well prove what many people say about Gordon Brown's public and 
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private face”, and that “the BBC has to recognise the power it has in creating the 
circumstances let alone the environment in which debate takes place”. 
 
The Committee noted that the complainant then escalated his complaint to the Director 
of BBC News. 
 
The Committee noted the response from the Head of Accountability for BBC News: 
 

“Firstly, let me say that by any measure this was a major news story. Its political 
narrative contained human interest, conflict, relevance, topicality, sound and 
pictures – all in the context of a make-or-break General Election campaign for the 
Prime Minister. With any news, and particularly with a story of such value, the 
BBC has an obligation to report appropriately and proportionately, giving due 
weight to the issues arising, in compliance with the corporation’s editorial 
guidelines. The relevant editorial guidelines can be read via this link: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/guidelines/editorialguidelines/page/guidelines-impartiality-
principles 
 
“News in whatever form must be treated with due impartiality, giving due weight 
to events, opinion and main strands of argument. We seek to provide a broad 
range of subject matter and perspectives over an appropriate timeframe across 
our output as a whole. 
 
“We are committed to reflecting a wide range of opinion across our output as a 
whole and over an appropriate timeframe so that no significant strand of thought 
is knowingly unreflected or under-represented. We exercise our editorial 
freedom to produce content about any subject, at any point on the spectrum of 
debate, as long as there are good editorial reasons for doing so. 
 
“During election campaigns, the editorial guidelines also state: 
 
‘We should make, and be able to defend, our editorial decisions on the basis that 
they are reasonable and carefully reached, with due impartiality 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/guidelines/editorialguidelines/page/guidelines-politics-
practices-elections/’” 

 
The Committee noted that the Head of Accountability for BBC News had also referred 
to statements provided by the BBC’s political correspondent and the BBC’s Head of 
Political Programmes which provided evidence in support of their view that the BBC’s 
coverage of this event had been editorially justified and balanced. The Head of 
Accountability also provided examples of BBC coverage of the event which in her view 
had provided the balance which the complainant claimed was absent, including: 
 

• coverage on BBC Two’s Newsnight where Newsnight’s political editor Michael 
Crick reviewed the events of 28 April 2010, which was then followed by a 
panel discussion on the impact of the Duffy/Brown encounter, with an 
exchange of views that touched on ones the complainant highlighted 
(http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/programmes/newsnight/8651960.stm 
(http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/programmes/newsnight/8651683.stm) 

 
• the interview with Gordon Brown on 30 April 2010 where he explained what 
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he had thought Mrs Duffy was saying 
(http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/programmes/newsnight/8655379.stm)  

 
• a BBC Online article on 29 April  

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/magazine/8649800.stm  
 

• message boards and the Radio 5 Live phone-in on 29 April which contained a 
wide range of views 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/5live/shows/5live-breakfast/2010-04/who-should-gillian-
duffy-vote-for-now/  

 
The Committee noted that the Head of Accountability concluded by saying that she had 
listened to and read BBC coverage of the exchange on television, radio and online, and 
had found no evidence that it was unduly slanted or factually incorrect. 
 
Appeal to the BBC Trust 
 
The Committee noted that the complainant had reiterated his complaint in his appeal to 
the Trust, adding that: 
 

“A couple of vox pops, the outright dismissal of a Labour spin doctor on 
Newsnight and a floated thought from Norman Smith that ‘Voters may just shrug 
their shoulders, laugh and move on’ didn’t come close to balancing any other side 
of the story.” 
 

The Committee then considered the response from the Trust’s Head of Editorial 
Standards and her decision that the complaint did not qualify for consideration by the 
Trust on appeal. 
 
The Committee noted that the Trust’s Head of Editorial Standards referred to the 
response provided by the Head of Accountability for BBC News at Stage 2, which 
provided examples of balanced coverage across the BBC’s output. 
 
The Committee noted the Head of Editorial Standards’ view that this was a story which 
was covered extensively by all the major news outlets in Britain, and on the BBC across 
its output on television, radio and online. The Head of Editorial Standards said that the 
story was covered in a variety of ways, which included comment from political 
representatives, commentators, journalists and members of the general public. The 
Committee noted that the Head of Editorial Standards was satisfied that the BBC had 
made a case that the coverage did include a broad range of perspectives and gave due 
weight both to the event and to the main strands of opinion on the encounter and what 
its effects might be. 
 
The Committee agreed with the Head of Editorial Standards’ reasoning and found that 
the appeal did not have a reasonable prospect of success. 

The Committee was therefore satisfied that the decision not to proceed with 
the appeal was correct. 
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BBC News Online articles 
The complainant appealed the decision of the Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not 
to proceed with his request for an appeal following a decision by the BBC’s Editorial 
Complaints Unit not to uphold his complaint regarding two BBC News Online articles. 
The complainant said that the two articles were inaccurate and biased. 

The Committee’s decision 

In reaching its decision the Committee took note of the responses the complainant had 
received from the BBC Executive and from the Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust. 
The Committee also took note of the complainant’s response to the decision of the Head 
of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not to proceed with the appeal. 
 
The Committee noted that the complainant had initially contacted the BBC on 10 April 
2010 regarding the two articles, which reported two instances where the police had 
arrested a total of four people in connection with the possession of mescaline. One, 
published on 25 February 2010, reported that two men were arrested on suspicion of 
supplying the drugs. The second, published on 9 April 2010, concerned the arrest of two 
men on various charges relating to possession and supply of the drug. 
 
The Committee noted that the complainant said that there was no evidence that the drug 
mescaline had been involved in either case, that the accompanying photographs showed 
powdered cactus not mescaline and that the figures for the street value of the drugs, 
which the complainant had said were provided by the Borders Agency, were “an official 
lie”. The complainant added that the articles, by concentrating on the negative aspects of 
any usage of this drug, were pejorative and showed bias. 
 
The Committee noted the BBC’s reply which explained that the information had been 
supplied by the police, and that BBC News was satisfied that the information in the 
articles was accurate. The BBC reply also pointed out that the Borders Agency had not 
been mentioned in either article. 
 
The Committee noted that the complainant replied saying that his main points had not 
been addressed, namely that mescaline had not been involved in either case, that the 
photographs showed powdered cactus and that the values put on the drug finds was an 
official lie. The complainant also reiterated his point about the negative portrayal of the 
effects of taking the drug. 
 
Following the BBC’s response which said that the photograph in the first article had been 
checked, had been supplied by the relevant police force and was of mescaline, the 
complainant escalated his complaint to the Editorial Complaints Unit (ECU) at Stage 2 of 
the BBC’s complaints process. 
 
The Committee noted the Editorial Complaints Unit’s decision not to uphold the 
complaints against the two articles. The Committee noted that the ECU had considered 
the complaint using the BBC’s editorial guidelines on accuracy. The ECU concluded that 
the first article had made clear the distinction between pure mescaline and the cactus 
from which it is derived, and the second article had made clear that it was mescaline that 
had been seized. The Committee noted that the ECU had contacted the relevant police 
force to confirm that the picture used was of mescaline seized in the raid. The 
Committee noted that, in the absence of any contradictory evidence from the 
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complainant, the ECU had found no inaccuracy in the way the substances had been 
described. 
 
The Committee noted the ECU’s conclusion with regard to the values ascribed to the 
material seized. The ECU referred to the difficulty in providing any accurate figure which 
would depend on market value, particularly so in the case of mescaline which is relatively 
rare in the UK. In the absence of evidence to the contrary, the ECU believed there was 
no reason to consider the figures as inaccurate or misleading. The Committee noted that 
the ECU offered to review this decision if figures could be supplied. 
 
The Committee noted that, with regard to the complaint that the descriptions of 
mescaline and its effects had been negative and biased, the ECU had pointed out that the 
substance was deemed a Class A drug, proscribed by law. The ECU recognised that some 
people derived pleasure from its use but that the BBC’s Editorial Guidelines did not 
require a news report on the arrests of people allegedly breaking the law to include those 
views. The Committee noted that the ECU had concluded that there had been no breach 
of the guidelines in this regard. 
 
The Committee noted the complainant’s response to the ECU finding. The complainant 
gave details of his own dealings with the police with regard to cactus powder and 
suggested that, in his case, the value of the powder would have been very much less than 
that stated in the two articles. The complainant reiterated that he believed mescaline had 
not been involved in the cases covered in the articles and that there had been damage 
done to the reputations of those involved. The Committee noted that the complainant 
also believed that the ECU was wrong to accept the police information at face value 
without any written proof. 
 
The Committee noted the reply from the ECU which said that nothing in the information 
supplied by the complainant had suggested that the articles in question had provided 
misleading information. On the questions of the street value assigned and the 
photographs used, the ECU believed that the articles had not breached any BBC Editorial 
Guidelines. 
 
Appeal to the BBC Trust 
 
The Committee noted that the complainant wrote to the BBC Trust seeking an appeal 
against the ECU’s finding on 27 September 2010, but that the Trust did not progress the 
appeal because of outstanding court proceedings relating to the two cases. The 
Committee noted that, while proceedings in the Edinburgh case had since been dropped, 
the other case was continuing. The BBC Trust’s Head of Editorial Standards had 
therefore resumed the handling of the appeal but had only considered the complaint in 
relation to the article dealing with the Edinburgh case. 
 
The Committee noted that, with regard to the photograph used in the articles, the 
complainant had said that it had been carefully staged with the package shown face down 
and that the “green powder” bears no resemblance to mescaline but is powdered cactus. 
The Committee noted that on this point the Head of Editorial Standards had referred to 
the caption accompanying the photograph, which says: “Mescaline is a naturally occurring 
psychedelic”. The Committee noted that the Head of Editorial Standards explained that 
the caption did not specify that the photograph was of mescaline or of the naturally 
occurring substance (cactus powder) from which it is derived, and for this reason she 
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concluded that the complainant had not made a case for the BBC Executive to answer in 
this matter. 
 
The Committee then noted the Head of Editorial Standards’ response to the complaint 
regarding the accuracy of the allegation of the statement that mescaline had been seized 
by the police. In her response, the Head of Editorial Standards noted that the complainant 
had not produced any evidence to suggest that mescaline was not seized by the police but 
in her view, in the context of a news story on arrests for possession and supply of a class 
A drug, the difference between mescaline and the cactus power from which it is derived 
is not significant. The Committee noted that the Head of Editorial Standards had argued 
that the BBC is not required to provide a more detailed explanation of the substance, its 
source and its effects in the context of a short report on arrests. The Committee noted 
the view of the Head of Editorial Standards that, given this is a Class A drug, the BBC is 
not required to include opinions on the possible benefits/safe use of the drug in such a 
context. 
 
The Committee noted that the Head of Editorial Standards’ reply had then addressed the 
complainant’s allegation that the value ascribed to the material seized was an “official lie”. 
The Committee noted that the BBC had confirmed that the value had not been provided 
by the Borders Agency as believed by the complainant, but had been provided by the 
arresting police force, although this had not been attributed in the article. 
 
The Committee noted the Head of Editorial Standards’ statement that there is no formal 
method of calculating a value for any seized drug or substance, and what occurs in such 
cases is that the relevant police officers suggest a current street value based on past 
experience. The Head of Editorial Standards said that this is always likely to be an 
estimate and noted that the complainant’s estimate is considerably lower than that of the 
police. The Head of Editorial Standards added that, as this case did not proceed to court, 
there is no definitive decision by the court on the value. 
 
The Committee noted the Head of Editorial Standards’ argument that given the BBC is 
reporting on arrests, the BBC is entitled to rely on the police case in relation to the 
charges at this stage, and this includes information on the estimated value of the seized 
substance. The Head of Editorial Standards said that she did not think doing so could give 
rise to credible evidence of bias or inaccuracy or misleading reporting. The Head of 
Editorial Standards added that there is no option available to journalists at that stage in a 
case to further test or challenge the statements of the police and that to do so would be 
to risk being in contempt of court. 
 
The Committee agreed with the reasons that the Head of Editorial Standards had put 
forward for concluding that there was no reasonable prospect of success for the appeal 
with regard to the article dealing with the Edinburgh case. 

The Committee was therefore satisfied that the decision not to proceed with 
the appeal was correct. 
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From Our Own Correspondent, BBC Radio 4, 11 
December 2010 
The complainant appealed the decision of the Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not 
to proceed with his request for an appeal. The complainant had appealed against the 
decision of the Complaints Director, Editorial Complaints Unit (ECU) not to uphold his 
complaint regarding an item featured on From Our Own Correspondent on Radio 4 about 
reconciliation work in the Middle East, which the complainant stated had breached the 
BBC’s editorial guidelines relating to accuracy and impartiality.  

The Committee’s decision 

In reaching its decision the Committee took note of the responses the complainant had 
received from the BBC Executive and from the Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust. 
The Committee also took note of the complainant’s response to the decision of the Head 
of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not to proceed with the appeal. 
 
The Committee noted that the complainant had originally written to the BBC on 11 
December 2010 to complain about “bias and misinformation” in the introduction to an 
item featured on From Our Own Correspondent about reconciliation work in the Middle 
East. The introduction had been as follows: 
 

“The American Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton, has said that the Obama 
administration will work on to try to narrow the differences between Israel and 
the Palestinians. But, she said, the United States could not impose a peace 
settlement, the two sides had to achieve this. In a speech in Washington she 
expressed frustration at recent setbacks, namely the abandonment of efforts to 
persuade Israel to stop building new Jewish settlements, something which the 
Palestinians are insisting on. Hugh Sykes, who’s just back from the Middle East, 
says that while a formal peace process might have stalled, you can see signs of 
hope if you look hard enough.” 

 
The complainant complained about three separate points in relation to the item: 
 

• he complained that the Americans had been presented as “independent, honest 
peace brokers”, whereas in the complainant’s view they were linked to the Israelis 
and not independent 

• he complained that the line which stated that the issue of Jewish settlements was 
“felt to be important by the Palestinians” had been wrong because it had inferred 
an “intransigence” on the part of the Palestinians 

• he complained that the following piece was “painful to listen to, it was so bad”. 
 
The Committee noted the response to the complainant at Stage 1 which had explained 
that the BBC was satisfied its coverage of events in the Middle East was balanced, fair and 
accurate. The Stage 1 response had also clarified that the words in the introduction were 
clearly attributed to Hillary Clinton. In relation to the complainant’s point regarding 
“intransigence”, the Stage 1 response had quoted from several reports to explain that the 
statement regarding the Palestinians was largely supported by fact. The Stage 1 response 
concluded about the general piece that it was “entirely reasonable to hear of a current 
and contemporary account from the Middle East region on the issue of peace and 
reconciliation”. 
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The Committee noted that the complainant had escalated his complaint to the ECU. The 
complainant said that the assertions of America’s neutrality were not attributed to Hillary 
Clinton but were in fact the assertions of the programme. He reiterated his view that 
America was allied with Israel.  
 
The Committee noted that the ECU did not uphold the complaint, stating the following: 
 

• that all the statements made were clearly attributed to Hillary Clinton and that the 
programme had not made any assertion about America’s neutrality or otherwise, 
therefore the introduction was not inaccurate or misleading 

• that no intransigence on the part of the Palestinians was implied and that the way 
Hillary Clinton’s views were summarised “…tended to suggest that Ms Clinton 
attributed any blame for the recent setbacks on those who had stopped trying to 
persuade Israel to change its policy on settlements rather than on the Palestinian 
policy” 

• that introducing the item in this way was a legitimate editorial decision, was 
accurate and did not offer any comment or judgement on the position as set out 
by Ms Clinton. 

 
Appeal to the BBC Trust 
 
The Committee noted that the complainant had appealed to the Trust on 17 February 
2011 forwarding his response from the ECU and his later correspondence with them, 
which he stated constituted his appeal. 
 
The Committee then considered the response sent to the complainant from the Trust’s 
Head of Editorial Standards, which set out the reasons for the decision not to take the 
complaint forward on appeal. 
 
The Committee noted that the Head of Editorial Standards had set out the relevant 
guideline which was that relating to impartiality. The Committee noted that the Head of 
Editorial Standards had examined the transcript of the item and concluded that, given the 
accurate attribution of the speech by Hillary Clinton, and the fact that the attribution was 
clear and covered the statements made in the six lines of introduction before the 
presenter introduced the item itself, the complainant had not made a case that this 
guideline had been breached.  
 
The Committee agreed with the Trust’s Head of Editorial Standards’ reasons for deciding 
that this complaint would not have a reasonable prospect of success on appeal. 

The Committee was therefore satisfied that the decision not to proceed with 
the appeal was correct. 
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Today, BBC Radio 4, 1 June 2010 
The complainant appealed the decision of the Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not 
to proceed with his request for an appeal. The complainant had appealed against the 
decision of the Head of Editorial Complaints, Editorial Complaints Unit (ECU) not to 
uphold one aspect of his complaint regarding an interview by John Humphrys on the 
Today programme with the Israeli Ambassador to the UK, Ron Prosor. The interview had 
been conducted the day after Israeli commandos boarded the Mavi Marmara, one of the 
ships in the flotilla heading towards Gaza, resulting in the deaths of nine of the activists on 
board. The complaint concerned statements made by Mr Humphrys in the interview in 
response to the Ambassador’s explanation that Israeli soldiers had acted in self-defence 
when attacked by activists using iron bars and knives.  
 
The Committee’s decision 
 
In reaching its decision the Committee took note of the responses the complainant had 
received from the BBC Executive and from the Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust. 
The Committee also took note of the complainant’s response to the decision of the Head 
of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not to proceed with the appeal. 
 
The Committee noted that the complainant had originally written to the BBC on 6 June 
2010 to complain that the interview with Mr Proser contained inaccurate and misleading 
statements. In particular, the complainant objected to the following statements by Mr 
Humphrys: 

 
“An iron bar, with respect Mr Ambassador, is not the same as a machine gun, it’s 
not a weapon.” 
 
“Knives? We have them in the kitchen. A knife is not a weapon, necessarily.” 

 
The Committee noted the response to the complainant at Stage 1 which had explained 
that it was important to judge Mr Humphrys’ statements in the context of the discussion, 
in which a comparison was being made with the Israeli soldiers, who were armed with 
machine guns. The response further explained that many individuals had accused Israel of 
having used disproportionate force in the raid and Mr Humphrys was accordingly putting 
this point to Mr Prosor.  
 
The Stage 1 response also apologised for some severe handling delays which had been 
experienced by the complainant to date. It was explained that this was due to a major 
fault in the BBC’s systems. 
 
The Committee noted that the complainant had escalated his complaint to the ECU, 
stating that Mr Humphrys’ comment about knives was unrelated to his description of the 
weapons used by Israeli soldiers and that the comparison was irrelevant. The complainant 
also clarified that his complaint was that it was inaccurate to say that a knife was not a 
weapon. 
 
The Committee noted that the ECU did not uphold this aspect of the complaint, stating 
that the context had made clear that Mr Humphrys was not suggesting that knives and 
iron bars could not be used as weapons, but that he was “contrasting the somewhat 
makeshift nature of those weapons with the sophisticated armaments of the Israeli 
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commandos”. The ECU therefore considered that this was a legitimate statement in the 
context of this particular interview and that listeners were unlikely to have 
misunderstood the point.  
 
Appeal to the BBC Trust 
 
The Committee noted that the complainant had appealed to the Trust on 14 February 
2011, stating that it was “irrational” for the BBC to state that the references to iron bars 
and knives not being weapons were in the context of proportionality (comparing them to 
the alleged use of machine guns by Israeli soldiers). The complainant stated that, while he 
disagreed with the statement that “an iron bar is not a weapon”, he requested that the 
appeal focussed on the statement regarding knives.  
 
The Committee then considered the response sent to the complainant from the Trust’s 
Head of Editorial Standards, which set out the reasons for the decision not to take the 
complaint forward on appeal on the basis of accuracy or impartiality. 
 
The Committee noted that the Head of Editorial Standards had agreed that in some 
circumstances a knife could be considered a weapon and that there was evidence that 
knives were deployed as weapons by some activists on the Mavi Marmara. However, the 
Head of Editorial Standards did not agree that Mr Humphrys’ words did not allow for that 
to be true and emphasised that in the context of a free-flowing live interview, it was her 
opinion that the audience would not have been misled. The Head of Editorial Standards 
also disagreed with the complainant’s contention that the context was not important, 
stating her view that it was in fact crucial. The Head of Editorial Standards noted the 
wider context in which the interview took place and the fact that the Ambassador was 
afforded a fair opportunity in the interview to respond to allegations and put forward 
Israel’s viewpoint. Against the wider context, the Head of Editorial Standards was of the 
opinion that the audience’s attention would have been focussed on the Ambassador’s 
response to the accusations of disproportionate force rather than any ambiguity on the 
interviewer’s part about the definition of a knife. 
 
The Committee agreed with the Trust’s Head of Editorial Standards’ reasoning and found 
for the same reasons that this complaint would not have a reasonable prospect of success 
on appeal. 
 
The Committee was therefore satisfied that the decision not to proceed with 
the appeal was correct. 
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Waybuloo, CBeebies 
The complainant appealed the decision of the Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not 
to proceed with his request for an appeal. The complainant had appealed against the 
decision of the Complaints Director, Editorial Complaints Unit (ECU) not to uphold his 
complaint that an episode of the programme Waybuloo on CBeebies had included 
practices and symbols which he believed to be religious in nature and in contravention of 
the BBC’s editorial guidelines concerning religion and harm and offence. 

The Committee’s decision 

In reaching its decision the Committee took note of the responses the complainant had 
received from the BBC Executive and from the Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust. 
The Committee also took note of the complainant’s response to the decision of the Head 
of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not to proceed with the appeal. 
 
The Committee noted that the complainant had originally written to the BBC on 4 
October 2010 to complain that in a recent episode of Waybuloo children had adopted 
yoga-like postures and performed yoga exercises. The complainant objected to the use of 
the BBC licence fee to promote what he regarded as a religion based on sun worship, 
particularly under the guise of children’s entertainment. In later correspondence he 
outlined his belief that yoga was not merely physical therapy but a form of worship which, 
through the promotion of meditation, exposed practitioners to the influence of occult 
powers. 
 
The Committee noted the response to the complainant at Stage 1 which had outlined 
that the programme included simple exercises based on yoga, tai chi and gentle stretching 
which allowed children to get up and move about and improve their motor responses. 
The response at Stage 1 also highlighted that the programme featured yogo, an invented 
activity, rather than yoga and did not represent any of the beliefs associated with the 
religious aspects of yoga. It was also emphasised that yoga was widely understood in the 
West to be a physical activity and was practised by many without religion playing any part. 
 
The Committee noted that the complainant had escalated his complaint to the ECU, 
adding that his concern was that, as young children could not be expected to discern the 
true nature of yogo, they were particularly vulnerable to manipulation. He also stated that 
although the BBC claimed that the yoga content of the programme was non-religious, the 
postures employed were based on established spiritual poses used by yoga practitioners. 
 
The Committee noted that the ECU did not uphold the complaint, stating that it did not 
agree that yogo amounted to religious indoctrination or that imitation posed a risk to 
children and referring to the explanations provided to the complainant at Stage 1. The 
ECU also explained their view that religion was not in any sense a theme in the 
programme, nor were any of the practices in it religious, nor could they be fairly 
interpreted as seeking to influence viewers’ religion. 
 
Appeal to the BBC Trust 
 
The Committee noted that the complainant had appealed to the Trust on 28 February 
2011referring to his previous correspondence with the BBC. The complainant had argued 
in his appeal that Waybuloo was a subliminal grooming process to predispose the minds of 
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very young children to yoga and that it constituted a real threat to the minds of young 
children. 

The Committee then considered the response sent to the complainant from the Trust’s 
Head of Editorial Standards, which set out the reasons for the decision not to take the 
complaint forward on appeal. 

The Committee noted that the Head of Editorial Standards had set out the relevant 
guidelines which were those on religion and harm and offence. The Committee noted the 
Head of Editorial Standards’ view that the complainant had not made a case that any of 
these guidelines had been breached, for the following reasons: 

• the response at Stage 1 had explained that yogo was not yoga and that it sought to 
promote bodily awareness and relaxation in young viewers, not to induce them to 
meditate. The spiritual elements the complainant discerned in the programme 
were therefore stylistic devices to engage the young audience’s imagination 

• the physical and spiritual aspects of yoga were not inseparable. Even if they were, 
it would not follow that, because yoga has a spiritual content, yogo must have a 
spiritual content too 

• yogo was for young viewers simply a fun form of exercise. Therefore, exercise 
positions which the complainant might regard as having sinister yogic connotations 
might be regarded by young viewers as connoting something innocuous 

• a distinction should be drawn between relaxation, meditation and hypnosis 

• there was a developing awareness in clinical and academic fields regarding the 
benefits of therapies based on mindfulness meditation and that these were being 
increasingly adopted by conventional medicine. 

The Committee noted that, taking all of the above into consideration, the Head of 
Editorial Standards agreed with the ECU that religion was not a theme of the programme, 
that yogo was not religious in nature and that the practices depicted in Waybuloo could 
not be fairly interpreted as seeking to influence viewers’ religious views, either overtly or 
covertly. 

The Committee agreed with the Trust’s Head of Editorial Standards’ reasoning and found 
that this complaint would not have a reasonable prospect of success on appeal. 

The Committee was therefore satisfied that the decision not to proceed with 
the appeal was correct. 
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BBC Parliament’s coverage of political parties during 
the Spring Conference period 2010 
The complainant appealed the decision of the Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not 
to proceed with his request for an appeal. The complainant had appealed against the 
decision by the Head of Accountability, BBC News not to uphold his complaint that 
coverage of political parties during the Spring Conference period was imbalanced in 
favour of the Liberal Democrats and against the Conservatives. The complainant also 
complained about various aspects of the BBC’s complaints handling process.  

The Committee’s decision 

In reaching its decision the Committee took note of the responses the complainant had 
received from the BBC Executive and from the Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust. 
The Committee also took note of the complainant’s response to the decision of the Head 
of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not to proceed with the appeal. 
 
The Committee noted that the complainant had originally written to the BBC on 1 April 
2010 listing the speeches covered by BBC Parliament during the spring party conference 
period (12 February – 31 March). The complainant stated that the figures represented a 
serious inequality in coverage, with the Liberal Democrats having been disproportionately 
favoured and the Conservatives disadvantaged.  
 
The Committee noted the response to the complainant at Stage 1 which explained that 
the BBC provided a political balance over a period of time over its entire news and 
current affairs output. The complainant challenged this explanation and a further response 
was sent from Stage 1, outlining that, due to an exceptional workload, there would be a 
delay in responding further to the complaint until the end of May. A more detailed Stage 1 
response was then sent to the complainant in June, outlining that the variation in coverage 
between parties which the complainant had noted was not statistically significant given the 
volume of coverage of all political party activity over the course of the year. The response 
also highlighted that BBC Parliament only attempted a mechanistic approach to balance 
during the General Election campaign.  
 
The Committee noted that a further exchange of correspondence had then taken place at 
Stage 1, with the complainant making a further complaint about complaints handling due 
to the delays experienced. In August the complainant was informed that a major fault in 
the BBC’s computer systems had led to a backlog of cases. A final Stage 1 response, in 
which the complainant was advised that there was nothing further to add to previous 
responses, was received by the complainant in November. 
 
The Committee noted that the complainant had escalated his complaint to the Director, 
BBC News, expressing his dissatisfaction with the Stage 1 response in that it had failed to 
answer the questions he raised about party coverage and did not deal adequately with his 
complaint about the delay in responding.  
 
The Committee noted that the Stage 2 response did not uphold the complaint, stating 
that the complainant’s figures regarding speeches covered by BBC Parliament were 
broadly correct but that if coverage was assessed against a longer period of time it would 
be very hard to argue that the Liberal Democrat party was “overweight” in the BBC’s 
coverage. The response also stated that blunt measurements of this sort were not the 
best way of assessing the impartiality of BBC Parliament’s coverage, since such a rough 
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measurement of “balance” would fail to take account of the variety of other issues that 
necessarily come into play when broadcasting news developments. The channel therefore 
aimed to achieve due impartiality over time.  
 
The Committee noted that the Stage 2 response also apologised for the long delay in 
responding to the complaint. 
 
Appeal to the BBC Trust 
 
The Committee noted that the complainant had appealed to the Trust on 28 February 
reiterating his concerns which he felt had not been satisfactorily addressed by the Stage 2 
response and suggesting that the BBC should provide objective/mathematical evidence to 
support its claim that balance in party coverage was achieved over time in the output 
overall. The complainant also stated that he had complained previously about BBC 
Parliament’s imbalanced coverage and argued that his current complaint could not be 
properly addressed in isolation since it was just one example of a host of similar issues. 
Finally, he was unhappy that the Stage 2 response had given no indication for the 
consequences of the poor complaints handling to date. 
 
The Committee then considered the response sent to the complainant from the Trust’s 
Head of Editorial Standards, which set out the reasons for the decision not to take the 
complaint forward on appeal. 

The Committee noted that the Head of Editorial Standards had explained that, although 
the Trust considered each complaint on its own merit, the complainant would be able to 
bring a case for “general bias” should he have a number of examples which he felt could 
support his case. However, it was noted that no such evidence had been produced to 
date. 

The Committee also noted that the Head of Editorial Standards had gone on to explain 
the measures which were already in place to ensure the impartiality of the BBC, including 
the MORI Impartiality Tracking Survey which monitored changing perceptions and 
attitudes towards the BBC’s impartiality over time and a bi-annual Editorial Compliance 
and Complaints Report from the BBC Executive to the Trust which covered all 
complaints of an editorial nature. 

The Committee noted that the Head of Editorial Standards considered that a full Stage 2 
response had been provided which had included an explanation of the BBC’s obligation to 
“due impartiality” rather than mathematically equal coverage for parties over a discrete 
period. The Committee agreed with the Trust’s Head of Editorial Standards’ reasoning 
and found that this complaint would not have a reasonable prospect of success on appeal.  

The Committee was therefore satisfied that the decision not to proceed with 
the appeal was correct.  
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“Mike Leigh cancels Israel trip over loyalty oath”, BBC 
News Online 
The complainant appealed the decision of the Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not 
to proceed with his request for an appeal. The complainant had appealed against the 
decision by the Head of Editorial Complaints, Editorial Complaints Unit (ECU) not to 
uphold his complaint regarding an article about playwright Mike Leigh’s decision to pull 
out of a commitment to visit a film school in Israel because he objected to the 
introduction of a loyalty oath for new non-Jewish Israeli citizens. 

The Committee’s decision 

In reaching its decision the Committee took note of the responses the complainant had 
received from the BBC Executive and from the Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust. 
The Committee also took note of the complainant’s response to the decision of the Head 
of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not to proceed with the appeal. 
 
The Committee noted that the complainant had originally emailed the BBC on 20 
October 2010 to ask why the BBC thought it important to mention in the above article 
that Mr Leigh was Jewish. The complainant outlined his view that the inclusion of the 
reference was an example of “BBC anti-Semitism and obsessive Israel hatred”.  
 
The Committee noted the response to the complainant at Stage 1 which had argued that 
the inclusion of the reference was relevant and noteworthy in this context, since it gave 
Mr Leigh’s criticism of the proposed loyalty oath greater weight and urgency. The 
response also highlighted the Jewish organisations of which Mr Leigh was a member and 
cited five other media organisations which had all mentioned Mr Leigh’s “Jewishness” in 
reporting this story. The response disagreed that the report was in any way anti-Semitic 
or displaying hatred of Israel.  
 
The Committee noted that the complainant had escalated his complaint to the ECU, 
reiterating his view that Mr Leigh’s “Jewishness” was completely irrelevant to the story.  
 
The Committee noted that the ECU did not uphold the complaint, since it considered 
that there was editorial justification for citing Mr Leigh’s Jewish background in the article. 
The ECU explained its view that the justification lay in guarding against any inference that 
Mr Leigh’s position was the product of an anti-Jewish sentiment, an inference that the 
ECU stated some individuals were readily inclined to make in relation to criticism of 
Israel. The complainant challenged this finding on the grounds that it was not the role of 
the BBC to protect Mr Leigh from such an accusation, it was naïve to suggest that Jews 
could not be anti-Jewish and that it was incorrect to claim that all criticism of Israel was 
“readily” labelled as anti-Semitic. The ECU responded to the complainant that its decision 
not to uphold the complaint remained unchanged. 
 
Appeal to the BBC Trust 
 
The Committee noted that the complainant had appealed to the Trust on 5 February 
2011, stating that he did not believe he had been provided with a single legitimate reason 
as to why the fact that Mr Leigh was Jewish was deemed worthy of mention in the article.  
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The Committee then considered the response sent to the complainant from the Trust’s 
Head of Editorial Standards, which set out the reasons for the decision not to take the 
complaint forward on appeal. 

The Committee noted that the Head of Editorial Standards had set out the relevant 
guideline which was that on portrayal. The Committee noted the Head of Editorial 
Standards’ view that there was no reasonable prospect of success for this appeal. The 
story concerned the proposed imposition on new non-Jewish Israelis of a loyalty oath to 
the Jewish state. Mr Leigh was objecting to this and his Jewishness was therefore 
pertinent. It was her view that the BBC had made a clear case that mentioning it was 
editorially justified. The Head of Editorial Standards also noted that both the Jewish 
Chronicle and Haaretz had given Mr Leigh’s religious background considerably more 
prominence in covering the story than had the BBC article, suggesting that describing Mr 
Leigh as Jewish in this context was hence not offensive or stereotypical. 

The Committee agreed with the Trust’s Head of Editorial Standards’ reasoning and found 
that this complaint would not have a reasonable prospect of success on appeal. 

The Committee was therefore satisfied that the decision not to proceed with 
the appeal was correct. 
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Newsnight Scotland, BBC Two, 13 September 2010 
The complainant appealed the decision of the Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not 
to proceed with his request for an appeal. The complainant had appealed against the 
decision of the Complaints Director, Editorial Complaints Unit (ECU) not to uphold his 
complaint regarding an item about homeopathy which had featured in an edition of 
Newsnight Scotland and in which he claimed there was a lack of due accuracy and 
impartiality. The complainant was also appealing the decision of the Head of Public Policy 
and Corporate Affairs, BBC Scotland regarding the handling of his complaint.  

The Committee’s decision 

In reaching its decision the Committee took note of the responses the complainant had 
received from the BBC Executive and from the Head of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust. 
The Committee also took note of the complainant’s response to the decision of the Head 
of Editorial Standards, BBC Trust, not to proceed with the appeal. 
 
The Committee noted that the complainant had originally written to the BBC on 22 
September 2010 to complain that there was a lack of due accuracy and impartiality in an 
item about the cost to the NHS in Scotland of homeopathy and whether or not in light of 
the financial constraints it was possible to continue funding homeopathy. Specifically, the 
complainant had complained that the following statements were not duly accurate and 
impartial: 
 

• a comment that the number of homeopathic prescriptions paid for by the NHS 
constituted “quite a lot of money” 

• an assertion that homeopathy involved “remedies that are scientifically 
indistinguishable from water” 

• an assertion that there was no scientific evidence to prove that any homeopathic 
remedies were more effective than water 

• a question posed as to whether expenditure on “a form of medical practice with 
no clinical evidence to support it” could be justified, given that many individuals 
agree that homeopathic medicines work. 

 
The Committee noted the response to the complainant at Stage 1 which had explained 
the BBC’s view that programme makers aimed to do justice to the full range of views and 
opinions in particular issues. The response also highlighted that representatives of those 
who advocate the use of homeopathy had been included in the programme and that the 
BBC took no position on the issue. The response concluded that the content in the 
programme had been both balanced and fair. 
 
The Committee noted that the complainant had escalated his complaint to the ECU, 
asking the Unit to address both the original alleged breaches and the “failure of the BBC 
complaints procedure to acknowledge any of the issues raised” so far. He explained that 
the original complaint had itemised four specific factual inaccuracies, but the Stage 1 
response had recast the complaint in terms of “feelings” and the “balance of views and 
opinions”. He also argued that the Stage 1 response did not provide evidence to rebut 
the four inaccuracies he had highlighted and had ignored a request he had made to see 
the entry on the BBC complaints log regarding the issue. 
 
The Committee noted that the ECU did not uphold the complaint, stating that it did not 
believe that the guidelines on accuracy had been breached and that the programme had 
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provided details of the arguments for and against homeopathy. In relation to the four 
points the complainant had made, the Stage 2 response emphasised that: 
 

• the comment regarding the number of prescriptions paid for by the NHS was not 
inaccurate because it did not refer only to the costs of prescriptions 

• the assertions that homeopathy involved “remedies that are scientifically 
indistinguishable from water” and that there was no scientific evidence to prove 
that any homeopathic remedies were more effective than water were not 
inaccurate because they were representative of the view of the majority of the 
scientific community 

• the question posed as to whether expenditure on “a form of medical practice with 
no clinical evidence to support it” could be justified was not inaccurate because 
the programme had stated that there was anecdotal evidence in favour of it. The 
complainant’s view that this amounted to “clinical” evidence because it was 
obtained in a clinic was in accordance with a definition of “clinical evidence” which 
was not widely recognised.  

 
The Committee noted that the complainant had also received a Stage 2 response on 
complaints handling from the Head of Public Policy and Corporate Affairs, BBC Scotland 
which acknowledged and apologised for an error in the early stages of the handling of the 
complaint. However, the handling response disputed that the complainant’s individual 
points had not been taken into account in the Stage 1 response. It also explained why the 
BBC did not publish or provide complaints logs to the public. 
 
Appeal to the BBC Trust 
 
The Committee noted that the complainant had appealed to the Trust on 11 February 
2011 repeating his complaint that the programme had breached the editorial guidelines 
relating to accuracy. The complainant had also argued in his appeal that the Stage 2 
response, in basing its decision on scientific consensus, had not only got the facts wrong 
on what that consensus was but also had referred to scientific opinions as fact and was 
therefore in breach of the guidelines. More specifically, the complainant’s appeal stated 
that: 
 

• the ECU had misinterpreted the meaning of the comment regarding the number 
of prescriptions paid for by the NHS and that the cost of homeopathy 
prescriptions was minor compared to the overall cost of prescriptions 

• eminent scientists had disagreed with the assertion that homeopathy involved 
“remedies that are scientifically indistinguishable from water” 

• the BBC had confused the pharmaceutical lobby with the scientific community 
when it found no breach of accuracy in relation to the assertion that there was no 
scientific evidence to prove that any homeopathic remedies were more effective 
than water 

• that his definition of “clinical evidence” was consistent with a dictionary definition.  
 
The Committee also noted that the complainant had appealed to the Trust on 17 
February 2011 regarding the Stage 2 complaints handling response, on the grounds that 
the response was insulting and the BBC had consistently ignored the complaints as being 
about accuracy and had instead recast them as a consequence of underlying feelings, views 
or opinions.  
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The Committee then considered the response sent to the complainant from the Trust’s 
Head of Editorial Standards, which set out the reasons for the decision not to take the 
complaint forward on appeal. 

The Committee noted that the Head of Editorial Standards had set out the relevant 
guidelines which were those on accuracy and impartiality. The Committee noted the 
Head of Editorial Standards’ view that:  

• the comment regarding the cost of homeopathy prescriptions was not inaccurate 
• the complainant had agreed that homeopathic remedies were chemically 

indistinguishable from water and that there were no published randomised 
controlled trials which proved homeopathy worked. 

 
The Committee noted the Head of Editorial Standards’ view that the complaint about the 
accuracy and impartiality of the programme’s claims regarding the conclusions of science 
on homeopathy would not have a reasonable prospect of success. The Committee also 
noted the Head of Editorial Standards’ view that the programme included a number of 
references from experts and patients in favour of homeopathy, therefore the complaint 
that the programme breached the guideline on “due impartiality” would also not have a 
reasonable prospect of success. Finally, the Committee noted the Head of Editorial 
Standards’ view that the handling complaint would have no reasonable prospect of 
success.  

The Committee agreed with the Trust’s Head of Editorial Standards’ reasoning and found 
that this complaint would not have a reasonable prospect of success on appeal. 

The Committee was therefore satisfied that the decision not to proceed with 
the appeal was correct.  

 


